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THE HALL TELLS ALL

"Humour is a drug which it's the fashion to abuse.

"

— William Schwenk Gilbert

Stressful, Bustling, Emotionally Draining: indubitably these are among the words any

veteran Honeybear would use to describe life at Harpeth Hall. But humorous? It does not

exactly slide off the tip of the tongue. But even though it is sometimes difficult to smile,

lots of funny things go on around here each day Between Dr. Echerd's anecdote-laden

lectures and Ms. Moran leading a PE class in a golf game on Souby Lawn, a smile

crosses each girl's lips every so often.

In this way, Harpeth Hall is much like a microcosm of the world. Though life is not

fun and games, each day in USA, Planet Earth, contains some pretty laughable customs

and events. By taking the typically funny and transforming it into the patently absurd,

tabloid magazines reveal the foibles and often utter stupidity of life in the last half of

the Twentieth Century. Thus, on a smaller scale, in order to light-heartedly chronicle life

at Harpeth Hall, the 1991-1992 Milestones Editors have chosen as this year's theme —
'Tabloid.

"

Milestones 1991-92
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Dedication

Dr. Heath Jones

4 Dedication



Back before the war, Heath Jones dreamed of someday teaching the Laws of Physics using Evil Kneivel, beach
blankets, Castner-Knott boxes, and dead flies. Young Heath was, however, talented in many other areas, so he
became somewhat side-tracked along the way to fulfilling his dream. He played in a band, taught guitar, and ran in

marathons.
Fortunately for Harpeth Hall, when he graduated from Emory and Henry College in 1969, Heath Jones had majored

in Physics. To augment his collection of diplomas, he earned an MS from the University of Tennessee, and an MA from
Vanderbilt. He continued his studies but also began to teach. For a while, he taught kindergarten classes at Ensworth
in the morning, and college classes at Vanderbilt during the afternoon. In 1989, "Mr." Jones became "Dr." when he
received his Ph.D in Biblical Studies from Vanderbilt.

Both Dr. Jones and his daughter, Bonnie, arrived at Harpeth Hall in 1984. Bonnie became the only student ever to

schedule her classes around not having him as a teacher. Dr. Jones quickly earned the respect and admiration of his

fellow faculty, and in 1987, was named Dean of Faculty in recognition of his leadership qualities and dedication to

teaching. Dr. Jones has taught Physics and math classes and also has instructed a few art classes in the finer points of

the color wheel. He also helps to coach cross-country and track. During practices, he runs at least three times as

much as anyone else does because he jogs back and forth checking up on each group.

Among his students, Dr. Jones has become somewhat notorious for his (deliberate?) phonetic misspellings, and for

the anecdotes he uses to explain new concepts; anyone he has ever taught will remember "SOH CAH TOA" until her

dying day, although she may have to use a dictionary to spell "Earth" correctly.

But Dr. Jones is not to be valued for his wit, games, and sitcom-themed tests alone; it is the lessons he teaches by

example which enrich his students the most. In a world given to quick answers and easy solutions, Dr. Jones still

stresses understanding and reasoning above rote memorization. Dr. Jones admits it when he is wrong, (except when
he draws a crooked line — then it's the defective board's fault), and works to correct his mistake, and whenever a

test is turned in, he sincerely thanks its taker. These are the lessons which his students take note of without taking

notes on, and these are the lessons that make Dr. Jones' students not only smarter people but better people.

With love and respect, we dedicate MILESTONES 1991-1992 to Dr. A. Heath Jones, III.

Dedication
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SENIORS

Kathy Gale Estes

President

Yoko Ichikawa
Vice-President

Joelle Herr
Treasurer

Charlotte Avant
Sergeant-at-Arms

Liz Earls

Chaplain

Ms. Jane Norris

Dr. Murray Sellers

Sponsors

Class Of 1992
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Senior Superlatives

Most Likely to Suceed: Frances Bailey

Most in Love: Jill and Tommy

Most School Spirit: Ava MacKenzie

Most Atheltic: Shelley Carmichael

Wittiest: Nancy Wright

14 Seniors



Senior Superlatives

Friendliest: Carrie Crossman

Loudest: Heather Kirksey

Most Intelligent: Kim Wang

Biggest Brown-Nosers: Sarah and Emily Davis

Most Talented: Kara Emerson

Seniors 15



Thalia Acosta

1992

Marcie Allen

Beth Amond

Charlotte Avant

Sarah Anderson

Anitha Anandaiah

16 Seniors
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Clare Beard

Langford Barksdale

Frances Bailey

Amy Brooks

1992

Mary Evelyn Brooks

Brooke Brown
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Liza Caldwell

Ashley Camp

1992
Betty Caplinger

Elizabeth Cherry

Emily Casselbury

Shelley Carmichael

18 Seniors



Sarah Davis

\m ^MaKm-
Emily Davis

Carrie Crossman

1992

Heather Deaton

Victoria DeFrance

Jennifer Duck
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Liz Earls

Kara Emerson

1992
Kathy Gale Estes

Amy Hamilton

Beth Geddie

Jennifer Farringer

I

20 Seniors



Amanda Haslam

Julia Harrison

Delia Hardin

1992

Joelle Herr

Mari-Kate Hopper

Yoko Ichikawa

Seniors 21



Jennifer Ingram

Jill Kasselberg

1992
Heather Kirksey

Ava MacKenzie

Jessica Lovett

Naomi Limor

22 Seniors



Missy McKeand

Ginna Maxwell

D'Anna Malone

1992

Beth Osgood

Meredith Palmer

Annie Parsons

Seniors 23



Holley Phillips

Tracey Robinson

1992
Elizabeth Rochford
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Tricia Shalibo

Karissa Schecter

Pia Scarborough

24 Seniors



Lisa Tanley

Allison Sisk

Shannon Simpson

Natasha Taylor
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1992

Rosalind Teal

Nikol Tschaepe
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Carrie Van Derveer

Kim Wang

1992
Jean Ellen Waugh

Michele West

Lellyett Wentworth

Leigh Wayburn

26 Seniors
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CLASS OF 1992

Last Seen at Harpeth Hall

Destination: Unknown

Nancy Wright
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Thalia Acosta

Oh how I wish I were a Trinity

So if I lost a part ot me,

I'd still have two of the same to live.

But nobody gets a lifetime rehearsal.

As specks of dust, we're universal.

TO LET THIS LOVE SURVIVE WOULD BE THE GREATEST GIFT THAT WE

COULD GIVE.

— Indigo Girls, "Love's Recovery"

Look up in the sky. Ask yourselves: is it yes or is it no?

Has the sheep eaten the flower? And you will see how everything changes . .

— Antome de Samt-Exupery, THE LITTLE PRINCE

The most important thing is to laugh as hard as we have ever laughed.

Six years at HH, six years of friendship:

I laughed. I cried. It was better than Cats.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Russ. I love you!

Marcie Allen

Marcie, Cecil, Finesse

If there's trees in the forest, climb them; Spencer and Ben at Vandy;

sea of love; Chuck's; Daniel's Garden; covering the yellow lines; the

infamous Green Room; The Wall; "Running" and "Swimming"; Club

MTV — How low can you go?; Pool Basketball; Casper; 3 hour limo

ride; Fitz Farm; Miss the Boat, never; The Blueberry; Jeff and Danny;

La Boom's; Panama City Beach; Cancun; Atlanta; Monteagle; the

Caribbean; Rhodes; "Sewanee"; "Before you know it, Splash"; picking

our fingernails; Mule Day; Peace Dog; Opryland Hotel, New Year's Eve;

B.J.; Volunteer Jam '91; 12 people in the party wagon; feathers

everywhere; B/K at Cinnamon Corner; let's go wash my car, Shannon;

"Detention Revisited"; watch the screen door, C.B.; Gmna, the brakes!;

Three Hole; Deja Vu — the guy's second home; Brian squared; Carlos

& Charlie's; Superman; Don Johnson man; me and my pictures; Thanks

to all my friends and family — I'll always cherish the memories.

"Insist on yourself,

Never imitate"

— Emerson

'
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Beth Amond

Just call me Big Momma; I love my carpet; The Heinous

Scraper; It takes sunlight for Chia pet to grow; Spin me lots;

Black Bart and the Prince of Darkness; Guides and an occa-

sional Gerst Haus, Are we going skiing, Let's drive by Kenner?;

Go Pick go?; Jessica, Michele, andTorie . . . I love you always.

"When you part from your friend, you grieve not; For that

which you love most in him may be clearer in his absence, as

the mountain to the climber is clearer from the plain" — KG

Anitha Anandaiah

L

We visit this world

for only a moment

And that moment

is known as life

During this time

We learn about laughter

But also of tears

We find more questions

Than we do answers

We experience the joy

of new arrivals

And feel the sadness

of loved ones' departures

So we must try

To live every second

For oh, so quickly

Our moment is gone

— Javan
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Sarah Anderson

From here

Time stretches to night's undistinguishable fire,

And the strand of being I will become

Is wholly changed in its nature

From this grain of childhood.

Yet peering downward toward the origin

And tracing the upward path,

I see

metamorphosis —
And each new form I take

Is but a distortion or new arrangement

Of the beginning.

And the star crashes to earth.

Charlotte Avant

"There was never any more inception than there is now,

Nor any more youth or age than there is now,

And will never be more perfection than there is now,

Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now.

"

Whitman

I love you, Phillip, Mommy, Daddy, Phyllis, Catharine, and Worn.
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Frances Bailey

"Pooh, promise you won't forget about me ever. Not even when I'm a hundred.'

Pooh thought for a little.

"How old shall I be then 7
"

"Ninety-nine."

Pooh nodded.

"I promise", he said.

— A. A. Milne

To Mom, Dad, and Shelby: I hope you know how much you mean to

me. Thanks for everything you have given me, but most of all,

thanks for the love.

To My Close Friends: Our friendship has meant more to me than

you will ever know. You have been, and always will be a very

special part of my life. I love you!

To Everyone: Each of you has touched my life in a certain way.

and I will always remember you for it. I will miss all of

you!

— Frances

Langford Barksdale

Lango-Lang-Frang; K.A.W.; " Hey guys, you wanna
go Christmas caroling? " Ciao! I got a car that is so
high that you need a ladder to get in it.

" Bill and
Raphael "Are you clumsy in the head? " Leigh, are

you sleeping under a rug? " " That was the bestride

home I've ever had. " " Blevins mufflers & motors of

Marion " " Should we hijack this towtruck? " Kath-

ryn and bunkbeds " Kathryn, how were the mega-
phonics ? This strange girl wore boots and a cowboy
hat with her dress. " " That Pizza Hut has been
there 5 years come Sunday " That shirt is too ugly

to go with anything, love, Langford. <^k rr^fl
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Clare Beard

Just Clare, not Clarebo, Clare, okay?

Okay, Okay, Okay!

Cayman Islands — it's all just a blur!

Cha right!

If Rosalind says Pato Banton one more time . . .

I was so close to that sea turtle I could have touched it!

It was so cool! Oh my God!

Mom, Dad: Miss me!

,

Amy Brooks

One ship drives east and another drives west

With the selfsame winds that blow;

It's the set of sails and not the gales

That tells them where to go.

Like the winds of the sea are the winds of fate,

As we voyage along through life;

It's the set of the soul that decides its goal,

And not the calm or the strife.

Unknown

I am not afraid of tomorrow,

for I have seen yesterday and I love today.

— William Allen White
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Mary Evelyn Brooks

"Between Marx and Marzipan in the dictionary, there was Mary."

— Billy Bragg

Grow up . . . just grow up! The saga of the Michigan Men and Umbrow.

locka dominates. Green Hill's Shoney's. I've got "THE

CHANGE. " Black, lots and lots of Black. If you don 't see what you want,

ask the Butcher.

"Yes, we'll walk with a walk that is measured and slow,

And we'll go where the chalk-white arrows go,

For the children, they mark, and the children, they know,

The place where the sidewalk ends."

— Shel Silverstem

Somehow we survived seven long years . . . Our sidewalk may end here

but unpaved roads are often the best travelled. Remember, the Three

Musketeers will live forever.

Mary Evelyn

-.

Brooke Brown

L

"... Some things . .

.

arrive on their own mysterious hour,

on their own terms and not yours,

to be seized or relinquished forever.

"

Gail Godwin

"One is not born a woman, one becomes one. " — Simone

de Beau voir

Time — our youth —
,/ never really goes, does it?

It is all held in our minds.

"

— Helen Hoover Santmyer
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Liza Caldwell

Liza — "In Your Eyes"; "Who's he cursing?" — Hoguer; "Uno, dos, uno, dos,

tres . . . way to go . . .
"; "Fishing in the Dark"; "Oh my gosh! Russ almost tell

in" — Fernvale 1991; "Hey, do y'all have that thing on y'all's phone? Let's call

the poe-lice on them!"— Hoguer; Wells Rule; Stiff arm; Night Bandits; score; get

the rhythm; "The show goes on"; "He moves in mysterious ways"; Mullie; Vieva;

late night swim on second to last night; Hey Chad — "You take care of you!"

Thanks for all the great times. Thanks Mom and Dad for your support. "Sharing

laughs and clothes and tears; Ridding me of foolish fears. Being honest when you

knew you should; knowing you 'd do all you could. Staying when you 'd rather run;

all the times you fought and won. Not believing all you've heard; Friendship is a

special word. " — Judith Devita To my wonderful friends, thanks for the best

memories of my life. I will miss all of you. Take care and remember how much I

love you.
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Ashley Camp

When you wish upon a star makes no difference who you are,

Anything your heart desires will come to you.

If your heart is in your dream,

No request is too extreme,

When you wish upon a star as dreamers do.

Fate is kind,

She brings to those who love, the sweet fulfillment of their secret

longing

Like a bolt out of the blue,

Fate steps in and sees you through,

When you wish upon a star your dreams come true. — Pmocchio

To Mom, Dad, Brian, Christopher, and all my friends: Thanks for

believing in me and my dreams and for helping my dreams come true. I

love you and I will miss you. — Ashley
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Betty Caplinger
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The tapestry of your life is being woven; roughly textured,

blended, worked for eternity. Dull grey fiber of daily routine.

Radiant strings of love and joy.

— Madeline Gregg

Shelley Carmichael
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Shell-Bell; Baby Rock; Pinkie; Pellet; Cancun '92 — t a Boom, Ophelia,

"Senora, stay out!", "Hey Liz and Betty, since we can't go shopping,

let's go to the Super Grocery that is the size of Exxon. "; Volleyball '91

— Second in State!, "We came, we saw, we kept USN from winning it

all!"; "Shannon — to my head. "; footer!; Morgan — Nov. 19, 1973, is

the best day ever; "How many times have you and Grant gone out?";

Wilderness Ventures — '90 — Sally Vann; "Why would a baby have

two heartbeats — wait ... are you having twins?!"; Opryland —
June 29, 1988 — ISC; Ann — "give me an update. "; "Hi, I'm Tracey

with the untapered jeans"; Shannon — The Why Sessions; Kimbolton;

Getting Grant and Bo to admit defeat in volleyball!; Grant — The

Pyramid, Mushy and Chunky, Plan A; To all of my friends: "So try and

do and discover all that you can be. And take me with you, in spirit, as

you go. So you'll know that I'll always be beside you wishing nothing

but the best " — Unknown. Thank you to all of my friends, Mom, Dad,

Jack, Hathy. I love you all. Shelley
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Emily Casselbury

"In the greenest of our valleys,/By good angels tenanted,/Once a

fair and stately palace — /Snow-white palace reared its head.

"

E.A. Poe. "Long long long long time ago, before the rain, before the

snow. "— RHCP. "Ifyou want a friend, feed any animal. "— Perry

Parrel! "I grow old . . . I grow old . . . //shall wear the bottoms

of my trousers rolled. " — T.S. Eliot. "Nautilus Island's (h)ermit/

(h)eiress still lives through the winter in (h)er Spartan cottage"

— Robert Lowell. "Tag it, bag it, sell it to the butcher in the

store. "— Phish. "Throwing stones will only bring you stones. "—
Josh and the Souldiers of Love. Thanks to everyone who's helped

me get through these first 18 years; I love you. "So dawn goes

down to day/Nothing gold can stay. " — Robert Frost

Elizabeth Cherry

Liz, Scruff, Nerdy Girl, Viera; GM, KGE, LC, TR, JEW, MKH;

Caymans '89, '90, '91, '92; Man-Kate, Gmna — we're intimidating;

The VANS!!; Lone Star; Lacovia #12A; Lazy eyes; We're building a

doghouse; Kinger — No, he lives in SC but goes to school in CT!;

Night Bandits; WGJ= DL boys; tennis, baseball EGRJ; Busta-slide;

Hey Gmna, watch out for the median; Nancy, Paula, Tawanda,

Ruby; There's a wagon way in my backyard; MKH — Alan is my
hero; Dinah is in the kitchen; Becca and Chuck are doing us right;

The Lake '91 — were you there?; Yes, I am related to half of

Nashville; Mary Britton, Mollie — Cabin Study Club; Oh my Gahl;

Thanks everybody for all the great times — they will never be

forgotten. Love, Elizabeth
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Emily Davis
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"And so I remember you,

I remember the days and the thousands of ways you pulled me
through,

and dream of all the things you've seen

Of all the faces and all of the places you have been
Now you have no phone and you have no name and you have no
number,

and it comes to an end in the blink of an eye and it makes me
wonder.

"

It's rayon — silk doesn't hang like this; unexpectedly rejected; white

shirt; Ifyou don't see anything you want— ask the butcher; the whole
of them; you have won — nothing/; the red felt tip pen; Sheila shirking

her responsibility to the customer; Twin rule #2; I hate twins; Travi

make it easy — don't make it hard; I'm going down; Is this the young
lady that kept you waiting?; IT IS BETTER TO BURN OUT THAN TO
FADE AWAY En/oy.

3W rifeSSMlVU/A "" /

Carrie Crossman

Each day I learn more

Than I teach;

I learn that half knowledge of another's life

Leads to false judgment;

I learn that it's a wise father who knows his own son;

I learn that what we expect we get;

I learn that there's more good than evil in this world;

That age is a question of spirit;

That youth is the best of life

No matter how numerous its years;

I learn how much there is to learn. — Virginia Church
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Sarah Davis

I've been here seven years and suffered through lots — Mary,

Emily, school, AP Chemistry, everything that was ever due, week-

ends (going out, period!), Milestones, and life in general —
and I've had memories that will make me miss everyone (no lie) in

our whole class — stag dances, Donut Den, shows, getting to

know people, Spring Break '92 (b/w Destin and Sandestin),

Compton's, too many things to mention . . . Good luck everyone.

But all subsists by elemental strife;

And passions are the elements of life.

The general ORDER, since the whole began.

Is kept in NATURE, and is kept in man. — Pope

Heather Deaton

You miss them because when you leave, a part of you leaves with

them, and whether we are together or far apart, friendship will hold us

in its heart.

Thanks Ash
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Victoria DeFrance

In My Country; the alamo pickle dance is a custom — would

that be funny 7
; How about cruism' in the Heinous Scraper for

a late night Krystal's 7
; We could drive by Kenner; Can I have

some Quibell 7
; Guidos; Gerst Haus; six o 'clock comedy — it

keeps him alive; Who's down with OPP 7
; To everyone — your

future is so bright, you gotta wear shades, and in times of

trouble, remember the blue stone will last forever at Harpeth

Hall.

Jennifer Duck

"Courage is fear that said its prayers" — Anonymous

"Love bears all things

believes all things

endures all things

Love never ends" — / Corinthians 13

"It is easy in the world to live by the world's opinion; it is easy

in solitude to live after your own; but the great man is he who

in the midst of a crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the

independence of solitude" — Emerson

Jo those Hove— Thank you, I'll miss you, and you are always

in my heart.
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Liz Earls

What through the radiance which was once so bright

Be now forever taken from my sight

Be now forever taken from my sight,

Though nothing can bring back the hour

Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower;

We will grieve not, rather find

Strength in what remains behind;

In the primal sympathy

Which having been must ever be;

— William Wordsworth

I love you and I will miss you all. Liz

Kara Emerson

Farewell to you and the youth I have spent with you.

It was but yesterday we met in a dream . .

.

The noontide is upon us and our half waking has turned to

fuller

day and we must part.

If in the twilight of memory we should meet once more,

we shall

speak again together and you shall sing to me a deeper

song.

And if our hands should meet in another dream, we shall

build

another tower in the sky.

— Kahlil Gibran

Love and good luck to everybody. Kara

J. 4 *
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Kathy Gale Estes

KGE 4 years, great friends, good times. Freshman year: too long ago

to remember. Sophomore year: "Lango — remember Phil?" "Liza,

why is Rob crying 7 " DAS — "marriage at 25 probably won't happen

now!" Captiva 91 — "Shannon, what's with the young boys?" Junior

Year: "Hey guys, quit complaining — the prom dinner wasn't that

bad!" Senior Year: the best! Blocked out first semester! Too much,

much too much, including supper club at T's, Caymans 1992— / never

/omed the "club, "butl tried really hard! The sunset is always better at

the beach in a hammock. Half-crazed midnight swims. Thanks Tracey

and Roe for putting up with me. You've been the best, best friends

ever I love you all: JMU (always), T, JE, G, L, L, L, M, S. M, L, C, R!

To everyone: I still hate playing "zummie, zummie. " I'll always be

"Innocent, " and thanks for the good memories. KG

1

L.

Jennifer Farringer

"A long, long time ago, in a galaxy tar, far away ..." Star Wars. Fer-

Fer, Ferhgnuegan, Ferf. Search 126 and 135 — 2 ligit 2 quit. RCC

Gators, breakfast club. Scanners. "Evil Will Always Win Because Good

Is Dumb " Knights games. Wayne's World Panama City '92. The Pargo

Club. Dnvm N Crym. College Trip '91. "Yes, I have been at Harpeth Hall

for seven years. " Boiled hot dogs. Throwing snakes. Camping. "Ro-

dents of unusual size. I don't think they exist." "Hellooo." "El

cammo. " To Amanda, Heather, Naomi, Brooke, Ashley and the rest of

the gang: Thanks for coming to my meets, being there for me, and

embarrassing me to death on my birthday. You truly are my "truest

friend and confidant" (Dnvm N Crym). To Mom, Dad, John, and

Robert: Thanks tor putting up with me tor 18 years and supporting me

in every crazy thing I have ever tried. I love you all and will miss you.

"It's the end of the world as we know it and I feel fine" — REM
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Beth Geddie

My love and friendship for you have become so dear to me . . .

I want to hold a place in your heart as you hold one in mine,

Whether we are on separate ends of God's earth or close together; Let

us not grow apart or let any separation too large to bridge ever come

between us; time passes too quickly to spend it on anything but well-

being . .

.

Dearest of friends, I hope that you will be happy with every moment of

life, every breath, every touch, every sight, smell, and sound. This is

my wish of happiness for you, and my way of saying "I love you. "May

your dreams never disappear with age, but may they continue as alive

and as beautiful as you with the knowledge that they will someday

come true. Joanne Domenech

Amy Hamilton

"Don't shed no tears . .

." Bob Marley

"May I always be wrong,

for men who are right are old." e.e. cummings

Thanks everybody; I love you!

AMY
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Delia Hardin
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"Forever in Blue Jeans;" Mi's severe whiplash; goofy-foot;

Punched at Starwood; Full Moon Fest; Kick Bootie; 10 kids

in the closet; McDonald's coupons; Girl, you know it's true;

Rocky Horror; All My Children; Mr. Chism; The cannery;

Rodeo; 587 $; "Mom, it must be Julie's; Tarzan; Babysitting

at Dad's; Toby + tractor pull; Housesitting for Valerie;

Y.M.C.A.; The Boys; Stratton's rules; Farm Party; Karoke . .

"Think only of the past as its remembrance gives you

pleasure.

"

— Jane Austin

a

on
mm

'"In the time of your life-live!' That time is short and it doesn 't

return again. It is slipping away while I write this and while you

read it and the monosyllable of the clock is loss, loss, loss,

unless you devote your heart to its opposition.

"

— Tennessee Williams

"If we couldn't laugh, we would all go insane.

"

— Jimmy Buffett

"Around here, pandemonium doesn't reign, it pours."

— Tiny Toon Adventures

"Non, rien de rien, /e ne regrette rien.

"

— Edith Piaf
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Amanda Haslam

"Is this a dagger I see before me? Come, Let me clutch thee — " enough

deepness — the real me = Evil will always win because good is dumb; Why

is there always room for Jello; Things that make you go Moo; Heather's not

short, she's vertically challenged; See, Ms. Oxley, we get it (suppressed

laughter); Twin Peaks, I'm gonna get you; Mash, Big Ugly Dog, Italy; I saw

the Pope; Pepto; Davis Kidd? Sure I have 4 hrs.; LesMis, 29m- where 7

Wayne's World; Do I scare you — Do you want me to 7 Perl— my fish was

sucked into the filter — it was just stunned; Pargo Club; Camping; Rocky;

Panama City Shwmg Break; Buddy 7 & 2; Flat muscles; Josh! Godmatube;

Young Ones Pert, Kirk, Naomi, Christian & the gang. Hellooo — Hove you!

Remember; Always wear clean underwear. Mom, Dad, BJ, and the Fam, I

love you. Thanks for always being there to support, help, and take me to

the emergency room, ah

km: *yr

They are times I will never forget —
Times to cherish and never regret.

Forced to turn our separate ways —
Never will my memory sway.

As a stage of life abruptly ends —
Forever you will remain my friends.

Joelle

To my friends: I love you all and will miss you next

year.

To my family: Thank you for all your love and

support. I couldn't have made it without you. I love

you.
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Mari-Kate Hopper

Kater; Kan-Mate; M-K; Whatever; Rude; Destin; Captiva laundry

room; Caymans '92; Fishin in the Dark; What I Am; Liz, Allan is my
hero; WATER; No more road trips for Matt; We're building a dog

house; SMU; REM'89; Mere, can we come over after the Mam
Event; There is a car way in your backyard; L.C. & G.M. — we're

intimidating; Invisible Stools; Lazy Eyes; Nancy, Paula, Tawanda &
Ruby; Zoomie — I know you love it KGE; Oh my Gran! Liza, Liz,

KGE, Lang, Gin, Mere, Dupper, SS, TR, Marc, BN — There is

something special I will remember about each of you; Mom, Dad &

Denton — Thank you for all the love and support. I love you. "If

I'm ever to reach any understanding of myself and the things

around me, I must learn to stand alone. That's why I can't stay

here with you any longer. " Ibsen

Yoko Ichikawa

dead, Portuguese fish

with food in mouth: 2 biscuits and a piece of

cauliflower

2 Asian American clowns in their native country

hair, dye, drain
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Jennifer Ingram

The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood

And sorry I could not travel both . . .

And both that morning equally lay

in leaves no step had trodden back.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I
—

/ took the one less traveled by,

and that has made all the difference. Robert Frost

ill Kasselberg

The Jillmeister, Pfeiffer, Quickie . . . "For the rest of the day. we are going to talk like

this." "Who left the beef out in the ram'" Gilda. "What country do you think this is?"

"Where's take Edna 7 " About like yat! "Sister Amanda.1 " Hey. hey Boo Boo — Have a good

lunch! Shwmg Break '92. "El Cammo! Shake it off, say tan. spirit is going down, I'm 18!! ta

Vela. " "Look Kids, Big Ben, Parliament " "Don't worry about shots; he's just walkin' on a

bone. " Saturday Night Live, Dreamweaver in the park. "Earth's the right place tor love: I

don't know where it's likely to go better. "— Frost To my family and friends — Thank you

for always being there. L.C. — Thanks for teaching me to make lemonade; I love you.
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Heather Kirksey

"And God said, let there be lips.'" I don't understand Heather's

mentality; Little fiesty red one; Teen steam — gotta let it out! "As you

wish;" "The last card can't be a spade . .

." Do I scare you? Do you

want me to? I've got something really heavy to lay on you, so like

squat down. "Spaceball rules!" Throwing snakes; What is happiness 7

Flat muscles; "The soul takes flight to Cary Elwes. " The fish was only

stunned— Shwmg Break '92 (Bob); Big Ugly Dawg; Special one-sided

woman; "Now, I'm going to Disneyworld;" "Spirit o' 76's going down!"

B-day torture; "Bring It!" The vampire; "Tell me more . . . "Shake it

off; Ya know; Harpeth Hall — I laughed, I cried, it was better than

CATS.
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Naomi Limor

Floppy; NaOMI, O.P.U.; Bob-Shwmg; Pargo Club; Tap

Club; Ballet Club; Jazz Club; Modern Club; Burning in

Effigy; "What! You don't believe?" Alexander Moss High

School in Israel — Summer '90; "We're about to get

shot and it is not even our fault!" Heather's lunch on the

roof; "H.D., Go Ask Kara!" PARADISE LOST; Bermuda

Triangle; "Etude in Blue;" Tribute; 42nd Street; Anything

Goes; No, No, Nannette; Panama City Beach Posse —
13; Knight's Games; Spirit o 76 is going down! Ferf,

Kirk, Manda — You're the bestest friends in the whole

world.
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Jessica Lovett

I'm out of here and I could give two gold nuggets.

Harpeth Hall will be better off without Cheesy and

Sleazy. "Well, there ya go!" Let me catch my breath;

"Would that be funny, Torie?" GROOVY TUNES!!! Grave-

yard Rules — forget the Trolley. "Ya'll take care;" U2 in

92! Beth, Torie, Michele — you guys made Harpeth Hall

a refuge and a place of comfort ... I love you very

much. Please don't forget me. Gabriel, here's to the

future and I go running ahead hand in hand with you

always. I love you, hunny! We're off!!! Mom and Dad —
Thank you for your support and your ongoing encourage-

ment and love. Karissa — I hope you have 3 more

wonderful years of HS. P.S. Stinky — You're my best

friend. Don't let me miss you too much! Love, Winky

Ava MacKenzie

Hey, Elizabeth, it's raining men . . . Would you like to see the sights ot Olympia

by night? Video Disco . . . Tomahawk missle: Knock, Knock — Who's there? Ka

... Ka who' KA-B00M! Sugar? The Wave. Hans Hold the Beaus Mercury.

Wayne's World. Party on Garth. Party on Wayne. Da Bears! Hey Man-Kate, does

my sarcasm offend you 7 Love Connection. SPAM, SPAM, Wonderful SPAM. Puns

are my lite. Did you get that, Shelley? Shoana — Detroit — Definitely not.

Seniors Rule. Two snaps in a circle. Hey, Clare, it's Cawffee Tawlk with Pawl

Bawldwm. Clare's World. Party on Clare. Party on Ava. Is the cake done yet.

Maybe 5 more minutes. Thank you. I will miss you. Have fun at college.

Remember to take the road less traveled by. Thanks Momma, Daddy, Mandy,

Lee, Rob, William, Goofy Face (aka Robert), Scott, Pat, Tory, Ian, Mark and,

lastly, Amy.
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D'Anna Malone

r
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When you're down and troubled, and need a helpm' hand, and nothm' is goin'

right, close your eyes and think of me and soon I will be there, to brighten up

even your darkest night. Just call out my name and you know wherever I am, I'll

come running . . . James Taylor

A lifetime is not too long to live as friends . . . M.W.Smith

To my friends — Thank you for sharing your lives with me. I will never forget you

and the good times we had together. The past four years have been the best four

years of my life. I love you.

Mama, Daddy, Dawn, David, Grandmother, and Stan — I don't know where I'd be

now without you. Thank you for giving me everything and letting me become a

Honeybear You're the best family anyone could ever have. I love you all the

'verys' in the world. Tootsie

Ginna Maxwell

Don't walk ahead of me; I may not follow.

Don't walk behind me; I may not lead.

Just walk beside me and be my friend. A. Camus

Caymans '92; The snow goes on; "He" moves in mysterious ways;

Liz— in your eyes; Jean Ellen — Dog River Blues; Kathy— Fishin

'

in the dark; Langford— Stayin Alive; RWH— You can wipe it on

my shirt if you want; "Say goodbye and say hello. Sure enough

good to see you, but it's time to go" — James Taylor. Memories

will live forever! I will never forget what we've shared! I will miss

you all and good luck next year! I love you Mom, Dad, Russ, and

Kemp.
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Missy McKeand

A dream is a wish your heart makes

when you're fast asleep.

In dreams you will lose your heartaches

Whatever you wish for you keep.

Have faith in your dreams and someday

Your rainbow will come shining through.

No matter how your heart is grieving

If you keep on believing

The dream that you wish will come true. Walt

Disney's Cinderella

Mom & Dad— Thanks for all of your love and support.

Kath, Shan, and Eric — Thanks for the memories. I love

you all, and I'll miss you.

WSKM

Beth Osgood

Bon appetit— that's French for 'enjoy your meal'; CTWL; I will

destroy him; Barton Fink — did somebody hit you or so-

mething Miller's Crossing Hurt Me Twice; Didn't ask for a

dime; Bod-John/Mark Night; Can I get a transfer man? FNM—
Colombo? Wings of Desire; I'm going to do something. Get hold

of myself and make a new life; Williams — you snore; Lipskin,

lipskin; "There's nothing left for me to hide. I lost my igno-

rance, security and pride. I'm all alone in a world you must

despise. Hey God, I believed the promises, the promises and

lies" NIN. I love you all— Mom, Dad, Jane, Asher, Jill, Cinners,

Winks, Chuck, Pete, and Dreamweaver. Wickey!

- ;
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Meredith Palmer

One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was walking along the beach

with the Lord- As the scenes from his lite flashed before him, he noticed two sets

of footprints in the sand; one belonging to him, and the other to the Lord.

When the last scene of his life flashed before him, he looked back at the

footprints in the sand. He noticed that many times along the path of his life there

was only one set of footprints. He also noticed that it happened at the very

lowest and saddest times in his life.

This really bothered him and he questioned the Lord about it. "Lord, you said

that once I decided to follow you, you'd walk with me. But I have noticed that

during the most troublesome times in my lite, there is only one set of footprints. I

don't understand why when I needed you most you would leave me.

"

The Lord replied, "My precious, precious child, I love you and I would never

leave you. During your times of trial and suffering, when you only see one set of

footprints, it was then that I carried you." Anonymous

Annie Parsons

i< -

"Saying goodbye, going away, seems like goodbye is

such a hard thing to say. Touching a hand, wondering

why its time for saying goodbye. Saying goodbye, why is

it sad— makes us remember the good times we 've had.

Much more to say, foolish to try — it's time for saying

goodbye. Don't want to leave, but we both know some-

times its better to go. Somehow I know, we'll meet

again. Not sure quite where and I don't know just when.

You're in my heart, so until then, it's time for saying

goodbye.

"

Thank you Mom, Dad, Sarah, Catherine, Will, and all my
friends. I love you so much.

>=^g^,
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Holley Phillips

When I cannot sing my heart,

I can only speak my mind.

White. A blank page or canvas.

So many possibilities.

Lachen und Wemen

Zu jeglichen stunde.

Morgens lacht' ich vor Lunt,

Und warum ich nun weine

Bei des Abendes Scheme,

1st mir selb' nicht bewusst.

Tracey Robinson

To Tate, Eve, Bailey, Mommy, Daddy, and my best

friends —

"If one advances confidently in the direction of her

dreams

and endeavors to live the life which she has imagined,

She will meet with a success unimagined in common
hours.

— Henry David Thoreau

I love you all, Tracey
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Elizabeth Rochford

Elizabeth Rochford, President of Rochford Construction Company,

Love, Lizzy, La, Luddy-Duddy French-Fry, La-La, 11A, Lilly Lilly Lu,

Little Angel, Baby Sally, Butty, Bobbie, Dolores, Rochford, or /ust

Elizabeth, the Good Princess. Parrothead, 'Picking country music with

Old Joe Bones. ' Green swamp. Martha. Wednesday morn. 21-24, 28-24,

35-24— I won! Island Rock. Boom Hold this. Eliza-what. Guess what I

did. Goofy. Do you want a cup of coffee? L 14. Down on your knees

and say please. Back to work. 3 1/2 minutes. Nobody can control that

girl. 'I got a Caribbean Soul I can barely control and some Texas hidden

here in my heart. ' "I know you. You 're the Good Princess!" Yes, I have

all 18 albums, his 1985 live concert video, newpaper clippings, 11 T-

shirts and 2 stuffed parrots. I don't think I'm obsessed. Now I'm sad

to say, I'm on my way. I won't be back for many a day!' Thanks

Mother, Dad, John, Trey, Caroline, Dianne, Wade, Little Wade, and

everybody in the office and out. I'm on my way! Bama Bound?

Miu

Karissa Schecter

He who binds to himself a joy

Does the winged life destroy;

But he who kisses the \oy as it flies

Lives in eternity's sunrise. — William Blake

For the snails and for the acid, for the voices, for freedom and the

encouragement, for insanity, colored chalk, and fitting articles, for the

golf clubs, for the truth, for the wars, the mountains, the euphemisms,

the stones, and the tea. for showers and light, for purring, for spell

check, for the sacrifice, for the languages, countries, gifts, and trust,

for mandatory fun, for doors, for awe and for knowledge, for tears,

forbidden music, imagery and words, for inspiration, for mass procras-

tination, for the moments, for the easy stream of laughter and the

scarlet battalions, for time, and for the hours and the hours and the

hours and the years ... for this I thank you. I owe everything to you.

WHmtKKK^t^tHSmmmtm
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Tricia Shalibo

Shannon Simpson

Iggy, Homey; Kiawah '90; Party Fool; 01 Quik; Tarf;

Lango, Chow; Ungaah, H; Outward Bound '90 — to

serve, strive, and not yield; Thanks Tyler, I won't tell;

Fitz Farm; KGEnnocence; Passion Over Reason; Luscious

Lacrosse; Monteagle; Cancun '92; hora de feliz; Hit it

cookie. To all the friends — We made it! Wish it could

last forever. Thanks R.A.I L Y #10. Thanks Mom, Dad &

Cal for your unconditional love and some unforgettable

memories.

Now this is not the end.

It is not even the beginning of the end.

But it is perhaps the end of the beginning.
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Lisa Tanley

"A friend is someone whose smile makes you smile and whose

laugh makes you laugh . . . with whom we travel separate journeys

and cross different bridges with each other's help and the wonder-

ful feeling we're not alone."

"Be the best that you can be . .

.

We are all leaders; we are

all athletes; we are all dancers;

but most importantly, we are all

laughers.

"

Your days are short here;

This is the last of your springs

And now in the serenity and quiet

of this lovely place,

Touch the depths of truth,

feel the hem of Heaven.

You will go away

with old, good friends.

Don't forget when you leave,

Why you came.

"

Allison Sisk

Alli-Baba, Kick Boodie, Delia's brothers, Senior House soaps, Chris

Peterson, "Forever in Blue Jeans, " Rocky Horror, Kan-mate and

Park Suites, Lars, THE JERK, "Landslide, ' Humpty Man, Opryland

Hotel, Scissorville? The Brawny Man, Starwood, Iter, Spring Break

'91 "Won't Alii be surprised!" Sandestm Hilton, Denmark, "The

Cannery, " Dee-yuh, "the van, " newspapers and MBA prom, ma-

chine gun sunroof, lime green fruitloops, McDonald's coupons, Na-

Noo, Sarah A &P and the first time, "For Women Only, " Elton,

"Delia's grounded," Jen exposed to French culture in Boston,

Goofy-Foot, "Tuesday — Little bit sideways, " Silver Beach and

The Shadow," shells and mel, Delia and Liz from behind =
whiplash — Love you all, Alii
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Natasha Taylor

"The most beautiful victory will be the war we never fight"; Desert Storm 1990;

To Ein Schicker Herr: "I am nobody's secretary!" (Feb. 27, 1990); Sorry hon,

I'm only 16 yrs. old. I suggest that you find someone a little bit older, but

thanks for the trench fries — Hard Rock Cafe, D.C., 1990; proud to be black;

"Baby can you dig your man?"— S.K.; B — movie Queen flunkie; "I want to

eat your brains!" (immortalized by Thorn Matthews); Him, smile!; Sexy men: R.

Grieco, J. Patric, Perry King, Chris Saradon, Sam Shepard, R. Phoenix, Jeff

Fahey, Liam Neeson, Julian Sands, Gabriel Byrne ("Cool World"), D.D. Lewis,

"Ash" Campbell, Bruce Abbot (or Abott), F. Toler; Love to Mommie, Tom,

Grandaddy (and pie face); Thank you God . .

.

Rosalind Teal
,

.-•••>:' ' <•-.;;>

I'm going back to the Caymans to find my long lost green mug.

Pato Banton rules! Don't fall off the Bluff. Beth, don't touch

the Sea Urchins. No more parrots for Elizabeth. REGGAE! Clare,

catch the turtle. Hey Mon. OKA Y OKAY OKAY ... Good times

at the China Hut. Peppermint loves Big Electric Cat. Find a

victim. Cinnaburst. Pedestrian one hundred points. Having fun

at Lone Star and Island Rock! Thanks Mom, Dad, and Lee for

always being there for me. I will always love you.

1
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Nikol Tschaepe

Nikol Adrianne Tschaepe, Niki; TRIAD; "Mr. Wert, what's the

word for the day?"; Vice- President of Latin Club; Rifle "Where

were you in your Freshman year!"; I made it through seven

years!

'•"ijtrj

Carrie Van Derveer

"Live your life as an exclamation, not an explanation.

"

"Focus on making things better, not bigger.

"

"Strive for excellence, not perfection.

"

— H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

"Don't be dismayed by goodbyes,

for goodbyes are necessary

before you can meet again . . .

and meeting again, after moments or lifetimes,

is certain for those who are friends.

"

— R Bach

wmmmMmMrnKmuKKm
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Kim Wang

"Kim, you're observant, but you'll probably observe your

whole life away.

"

"I am the chicken man you know

I love my rubber chicken so

If I can't have him, no one can

I am the Rubber Chicken Man.

"

So I've erred and I've faltered, but now you have taught me all

I know.

"Wild Nights! Wild Nights!"

"i
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Jean Ellen Waugh

Come, my friends, 'tis not too late to seek a newer world.

It may be the gulls will wash us down: it may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,

and see the great Achilles whom we knew.

Tho ' much is taken, much abides; and tho ' we are not now that strength which in

old days moved earth and heaven; that which we are, we are; one equal temper

of heroic hearts, made weak by time and fate, but strong in will to strive, to

seek, to find, and not to yield. — Tennyson

Kathy, Liz, Ginna, Liza, Trace: Caymans '92. You know that nothing can ever

change what we have always been and will always be to each other — FDR

Thanks everyone. I love you, Jean Ellen
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Leigh Wayburn

"The voyage of the best ship is a zigzag line of a hundred

tacks"

— Emerson

"There is a road, no simple highway, between the dawn and

dark of night and ifyou go, no one may follow. That path is for

your steps alone.

"

- GD

Thanks everyone. I love you all and I will miss you! Leigh

Lellyett Wentworth

Everything is not enough,

Nothing is too much to bear.

Where you been is good and gone,

All you keep's the getting there.

To live is to fly

Low and high,

So shake the dust off of your wings

And the sleep out of your eyes.

— Cowboy Junkies

Thanks to all my friends and family. I love you. Lellyett
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Michele West

"To be or not to be, that is the question" — Shakespeare; "If you

love something, set it free. If it comes back to you, it's yours, if not, it

never was"; Beth, Jessica, Torle — I love you guys, and I will miss you.

Julie — you will a/ways be my best friend. "Life is an island in an

ocean of loneliness, an island whose rocks are hopes, whose trees are

dreams, whose flowers are solitude, and whose brooks are thirst" —
Kahlil Gibran. Mom, Dad, Caroline, Fudge, Tabby— you will always be

in my thoughts, no matter how far away I am. I love you — Peace.

Love, Michele (the Goobster)

Nancy Wright

"Remember me?"
— Judith Viorst

What will they say when I've gone away?

She was handsome? She was fun?

She shared her gum? She wasn't too smart or too dumb?

She played a good game of volleyball?

Or will they only say she stepped in the dog doo at Jimmy

Altmann's party?

Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow.

Don't walk behind me, I may not lead.

Just walk beside me and be my friend.
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THE HALL TELLS ALL

STUDENTS
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Juniors

President

Judith Howell

Vice-President

Helene Dettwiller

Secretary
Lindsey Cigarran

Treasurer

Courtney Cooper

Sergeant-at-Arms
Whitney Jones

Chaplain
Paige Puryear

Sponsors
Ms. Leslie Matthews
Mrs. Carol Oxley
Mr. Paul Tuzeneu

'40*

Deanna Adcock Jasmine Ahmadi Mary Brooke Akers Asha Anandaiah Shoana Anderson

it.
/:

Kelley Bourke

m

\

Julie Barrett Anne Bartholomew Lanier Bond
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Tricia Bryan Sarah Cate Carrie Chase

Lindsey Cigarran Emily Compton

4* **

Stephanie Cook Courtney Cooper Page Curry

-

Ki Daniels Missy Deaton Helene Dettwiller Laurel Duncan Nicole Earle

Sacha Engel
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Melissa Hampton

Heather Hodde Rebecca Hoke Shelley Holmer Mary Brooke loooooves her book.

* \% i 7 v*>

Judith Howell Beth Johnsen Whitney Jones Julianne LaGasse Lydia Lara

Amy Lowen Emily Loyd Libba Loyd Mollie Mills Meghan Murphy
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Noni Nielsen Jennifer Owen Mary Wallace Patrick Abby Purcell Paige Puryear

*
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Bethany Ragsdale Eva Jane Rawlings Alexis Reed Ashley Richter Malena Salberg

Sarah Scarborough Meredith Scoville

/*

Kate Sherrard

Students trade Toastmasters
for term papers.
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Dee Shriver

fe.

Stephanie Smartt Frances Smith

Search for Elvis' lost undies at thrift shop.

Jennifer Spinella Mary Britton Thompson Susanna Trabue

T

< ,

y

Jennifer Triplett Carole Ann Troutt Shay Upadhyaya Mary Vance Meg Vaughn

Kathryn Walker Sarah Walton Caroline West Linden Wiesman Anna Williams
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Mysterious blobs of light visit lipless sophomore.
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El Sophomores

•la
President

Lissa Ezell

•

Vice-President

<.
Tiffany DeFrance

1

Secretary

Victoria Green
'

4

Treasurer

Jennie Garth Lovvorn

Sergeant-at-Arms

Genevieve FitzGerald

<p >

Chaplain

Oceana Gayden

Sponsors
Mrs. Liza Lentz

Ms. Amy Sebes

Hallie Anderson Julie Asbury Tiffany Beauchamp Aimee Blount Anna Ruth Brown

Sara Brown Mab Byrd Lydia Cook
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Susan Corbett

Tiffany DeFrance

Beth Davis

Lissa Ezell

Crispin Davis

Genevieve FitzGerald

Appy Frenchman Dionne Gardner

S»" *

Oceana Gayden Victoria Green Kassy Harris Emily Hatch Jaime Heller
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Leslie Huddleston Mary Pillow Kirk

J

Carrie Kline Amy Knowles

Carrie LaBrec Merrill Lackey Lisa Lancaster

Lindsay Mallard

Aimee LeBlanc

Lauren Marler

Jennie Garth Lovvorn

Ashley McAdams
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Julie McDonald

Lindsey Orcutt

Madie McKnight

-

4 L
\1

Katie Moran Jennifer Moroney Maya Narula

>•*. ""V

-'>|V,

Kathryn Ozier

Figaro, Figaro, Figaro!!

Sarah Phillips Josephine Proctor

Rachel Reeves Aimee Richmond Rebecca Russell Mary Southwood Jennie Stevens
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Libby Weaver Robinette Weiss
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Kristin Triplett

Charlotte West

Holly Whetsell Miller Wild Reese Witherspoon

Jessica Zellars

NOT PICTURED:

Dawn Craddock
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Freshmen
President

Beth Waltemath

Vice-President

Vadie Turner

Secretary
Nicki Hill

Treasurer

Mary Hunt Martin

Sergean t-a t-Arms
Elizabeth Palmer

Chaplain

Lacey Galbraith

Sponsors
Mrs. Pat Moran
Mrs. Dot Smith

:

Elizabeth Adams Yonit Adelstein Katharine Alden Jada Arkovitz Kimberly Baird

Catherine Blackburn Emily Bond

Freshmen 77
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Varina Buntin Becky Clark Anna Kristin Coker Mary Reid Colter Emily Cowan
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Jennifer Crants Mary Creagh Carrie Daniels Jean Davis Jessica Dean

Dana Deaton Martha Drake Blythe Durrett Katie Earls

I

Christie Fontecchio

«

Becca Fortner Lacey Galbraith Tiffany Gaston April Heffel Nicki Hill
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Kristin Jones

High school makes me queasy.

Lizabeth Jones Jean King Lindsey King

Mary Hunt Martin Sallie McMurray Muffin McNabb

Cecy Lovvorn Alyssa Martin
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Heather Mitchell

K

Courtney Pace

Ginny Richter

Haley Runne

Jenny Mudter Caroline Mullins Elizabeth Oglesby

U 1
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Elizabeth Palmer Catherine Parsons Ruffin Priest Sarah Purcell

Catherine Ryon Whitney Samuels Cary Sawyer Mahsa Sharifi
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Anjali Shenai

Beth Waltemath Craig Weaver Karen Williams Kelly Williams Marjorie Wine
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Elizabeth Wray

)

Katherine Wray Margaret Wray Mary Lucy Yowell

wm
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Jill

Eighth Grade

President

Jennifer Kain

Vice-President

Cristin Carter

Secretary

Kristine West

Treasurer

Nancy Kim

Activity Coordinator

Ann Kathryn Dettwiller

Parliamentarian

Leila Holscher

Sponsor
Mrs. Karen Nash

%" %

Julie Adams Elizabeth Ahern Emma Alley Sarah Benn Ellie Binkley

P L\

Mary Morgan Blackburn Maggie Blair Corinne Bond
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Val Byrd Leslie Caldwell Cristin Carter Sarah Chisolm Lee Crabtree

Molly Cummings

/

Kelli Dunaway

Elizabeth Griggs

Dolly Devgan

Elizabeth Hardcastle
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Nicole Hood Ashley Home Lauren Howerton

Comer Ireland Courtney Jones Jennifer Kain Nancy Kim Elizabeth Ligon

Ashley Marx Mary Mastrapasqua Austine McDonald Meredith McDonald Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh
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Anna McPeak Amy Meadows Lauren Melkus Alexandra Osias Shelley Petrie
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Jennifer Polston Katie Pritchett Robin Queen Meg Redford Carmen Rich

t
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Melissa Roberts Rachel Salberg Beth Scoville Katey Sellers Lindsay Smith

Beverly Statland Katie Stevens Tara Switter Sarah Tomson Dana Trella

Sukey Tully Kristine West Colleen White Christina Wieck Emily Wild
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Seventh Grade
President

Amy Enders

Vice-President

Katy Quinn

Secretary

Catherine Workman

Treasurer

Hayley Green

Parliamentarian
Hontas McGee

Activity Coordinator
Molly Martin

Sponsor
Ms. Marie Burr

'*•
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Rachel Allen Penny Anderson Melissa Batchelor Reagan Baydoun Lola Blackwell

Jenny Bracewell Allison Brown

'ft-

Julia Brown

if
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Colleen Coffey Starling Crabtree

Blake Ellis Lane Embree Amy Enders Ashley Erwin Kate Eyler-Walker
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Schuyler Fleming Kim Fontecchio Leslie Freeman Carrie Gilmore Helen Gorodetsky

Hayley Green

m
Katherine Green

> -

Amy Griffin
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Katie Guerin

r

>
Anne Hancock
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Beverly Hodgson Christy Hunt McLean Johnston Sarah Leavitt Sarah Ledford

Verity Levitt

:'

Nicole Lewis

Finger "V" epidemic hits Harpeth Hall Middle School!
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Molly Martin

Margaret McRedmond

Hontas McGee Becky McKay

Holly Meadows Sarah Nanney Ashley Nevin

Jennifer Padgett Katy Quinn
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Karen Rau

«

Farris Reed Laura Marie Reed

Shiny Happy Peoplel

Ann Ripley Carolyn Smith Katie Stewart

w v

i w

Alissa Swearingen Liz Teloh Katie Tidwell Lauren Tweel Kat Ward

I

ex
NOT PICTURED:

Katy Hedrick

Katherine Voss

Rachel Winstead Catherine Workman Jenny Wray Ann Wright
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Kimberly Allen Mary Kay Bartek

Tern Beuerlem Jessica Brown
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Allison Davis

Miller Greathouse

Carolyn Finch

Abbie Griffith
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Lucy Kuykendall Janine Peterson Hayley Rumore April Rust Katie Sulkowski

Anne Nicholas Weiss

NOT PICTURED:

K. C. Bull

Leah Keys

Freak accident explodes sixth grade minds.
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Proud Papa Phil.
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THE HALL TELLS ALL
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Ms. Leah Rhys

The Head of School has the responsibility

to develop and maintain a learning

environment which meets the challenge of

the Twenty-first Century. Utilizing the talents

of faculty, staff, parents, and Trustees, she

works on a personal level and a policy level

to make certain each girl at Harpeth Hall is

challenged and nurtured appropriately.

— Ms. Leah Rhys, Head of School
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Ms. Susan Baughman

Working with students and teachers brings

me immense satisfaction and joy. Wonderful,

bright girls who want to learn and grow and
teachers who love to teach combine to

make an exciting environment in which to

spend the day. In this setting, my
responsibilities are centered on the daily

operation of the Upper School. Academic
advising, scheduling, coordinating school
activities and events, sponsoring the Honor
Council and Student/Faculty Committee,
working with parents, and dealing with

discipline are all important parts of my job.

Every day I anticipate a new challenge, and I

especially look forward to getting to know
each girl better.

Ms. Lindy Sayers

Being Middle School Director is always

busy and never dull. I have chances every

day to join in the learning of exciting and
bright, young women. Because I teach the

Life Skills course, I am able to be involved in

discussion with every student almost every

week. I think that the middle school years

are a time of enormous change and at

Harpeth Hall, we are able to make that

change positive and creative.
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Metaphorically speaking, college advising can be like

the old Alka Seltzer ads which claimed to relieve

symptoms associated with over-eating. I hope to

provide relief from the "discomfort" associated with

biting off, and swallowing, more than one can chew.
— Mr. Phil Hooper, College Advisor

Recently, someone asked me how many children I

have, and I said, "Three that I gave birth to and 271
teenage girls. " The students at Harpeth Hall are bright

and imaginative, and my purpose as counselor is to

help them discover individual solutions to their

problems.
— Ms. Liza Lentz, Guidance Counselor

My major responsibilities as Director of Special

Programs are to design and administer the Winterim
program, the summer program, and the Leadership
conference. I am also the Executive Secretary of the

Tennessee Association of Independent Schools.
— Ms. Emily Fuller, Director of Special Programs

Our duties encompass all activities included under
the heading "Librarian, " (call #027.6). Other subject
headings which might be useful in locating us are:

Detective, Mother, Plumber, Diplomat and Policeman
(almost never).

— Ms. Nancy Rumsey and Ms. Pat Carney, Librarians
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It is my privilege and responsibility to seek qualified

candidates for admission to Harpeth Hall. I meet and
interview every family during the process, striving to

add those students who will enhance our already top-

notch student body!
— Ms. Hilrie Brown, Director of Admissions

I am responsible for all areas of fund-raising and
development, and I supervise alumnae activities. It is

my responsibility to plan, organize, and conduct the

annual giving program, the capital fund-raising

programs, and deferred giving.— Ms. Polly Nichols, Director of Development

My responsibilities include preparing the annual
budget, collecting tuition and fees, and paying all bills.

I have also been known to run wildly around the
auditorium dressed in a red suit and to lecture on the
American economic system!— Mr. Bill Hayward, Business Manager

I handle all records of accounts receivable and
payable, maintain the payroll records, and keep an
accounting of the school's endowment, as well as

functioning as the book store manager, which allows

me great interaction with students!— Ms. Anne King, Assistant Business Manager

I work primarily in the areas of fund-raising and
special events and help with the alumnae and school

newsletters. Through the year I organize a series of

alumnae activities such as luncheons, reunions,

phonothons, and children's events.

— Ms. Dianne Wild, Director of Alumnae and
Development
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As Administrative Assistant, I handle
the computer scheduling andgrading pro-
gram for the Upper School, all the com-
puter scheduling and secretarial duties

for Winterim, as well as the secretarial

duties for Admissions. In addition, I'm re-

sponsible for the printing of the Faculty

Handbook, the Winterim Book, the Cur-

riculum Guide, and the Harpeth Hall Di-

rectory.

— Ms. Dot Smith, Administrative

Assistant

I assist the Director of Development in

all areas of fund-raising and development.
I maintain all gift records and records of

alumnae, trustees, parents, students,

friends, faculty, and staff which are com-
piled and edited by the use of a computer.
This comprehensive system is designed
to improve the effectiveness and control

of Harpeth Hall's fund-raising activities.

— Ms. Jean Ayers, Assistant to the

Director of Development

Back row: Ms. Smith, Ms. Mabry, Ms. Reed, Ms. Ayers; Front row: Ms. Montague,

Ms. Martin.

/ have always thought of Harpeth Hall as home
instead of just a job. The scenic campus, energetic

students, and a wonderful faculty and staff all com-
bine to make Harpeth Hall a fun and challenging

place to work.— Mr. Don McMahan, Plant Manager
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Math Department

We want to give each girl the very best

mathematics education possible taking into

consideration ability, interest, and necessary

preparation for success in college and life in

general. We want our students to become
life-long learners who are competent and
efficient contributors and consumers.
— Ms. Carol Oxley, Department Head

Back row: Ms. Wills, Mr. Wert, Ms. Oxley, Ms. Wieczerza;

Bottom row: Ms. Boehm, Ms. Rieder

English Department

The English Department is charged with

the task of teaching grammar, vocabulary,

reading, and writing. Middle School teachers
lead students through the mysteries of
syntax and diagrams and introduce them to

Russian fairy tales, the Shakespearean stage,

and THE LORD OF THE FLIES. Those in the

Upper School can be found exploring the

ODYSSEY, GULLIVER'S TRAVELS, A
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM, and MOBY
DICK. In lectures, discussions, workshops,
and student presentations, English teachers
continuously encourage and celebrate

proficiency, creativity, and wisdom as
students investigate the endless possibilities

of our language.
— Dr. Murray Sellers, Department Head

Clockwise from top: Ms. Huff, Ms. Sebes, Ms. Archer, Dr.

Sellers, Ms. Myers, Ms. Bradway, Ms. Renkl.
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Language Department

For some time now, the watch word in

foreign language education has been
Proficiency. To enable students to read,

write, speak, and understand fully and
"proficiently" the language of their choice— French, Spanish, German, and Latin — is

the primary task of the Foreign Language
Department. Harpeth Hall desires above all

to fulfill the urgent need for effective,

empathetic, inter-culturally literate

communicators. As long as the world's

countries continue to interact with one
another, and as long as there are places
with such names as Ausschwitz, My Lai, and
Beirut — monuments to apalling ignorance,

prejudice, and miserably failed

communicaton, there will be a need for

those who have the knowledge and
openness of mind to understand other lands

and other tongues.
— Mr. Paul Tuzeneu

Clockwise from upper left: Magistra Ward,
Monsieur Tuzeneu, Madame Benn, Monsieur
Lauderdale. Not pictured: Senora Dishman,

Magistra Bradway

Science Department

Students in science are busy exploring

how the universe works, through the world
of life — from the smallest atom to the

largest galllery. To that end they can be
found gazing through microscopes for Ms.

Felkel, shooting off rockets for Ms. Malone,

cooking up smelly compounds in chemistry,

or calculating the path of light through a
prism. Tradition is honored with the annual
Frog and Mole days, but the sciences are

ever moving into the twenty-first century
with increasing use of computers in labs.

— Ms. Jane Norris

Clockwise from upper left: Ms. Felkel, Dr. Jones,

Ms. Norris, Ms. Nash, Mr. Sellers, Ms. Malone
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Social Science Department
History is perhaps the most difficult

discipline among the liberal arts, since it is

best able to illustrate the interrelationship of

politics, war, economics, religion, and the

arts. In addition to illuminating and enriching

other disciplines, history teaches the student
that mankind exists as part of a continuum
that extends back into the past and forward
into the future. This department believes the

students need to have a basic understanding
of the ways in which mankind has tried to

establish a stable government, economic
well-being, and social justice. The
department hopes to impart to the student
a subtle but nonetheless practical skill —
cultural literacy, the ability to understand
and digest material written for an informed
general audience.
— Dr. Art Echerd, Department Head

Clockwise from top left: Dr. Cooper, Dr. Echerd,

Mr.Springman, Ms. Wynne, Ms. Duvier.

Dog Department

Although the Dog Department is the

smallest at Harpeth Hall, it meets frequently

to plan activities, such as hall-streaking,

trash-can raids, and chasing U.P.S. men,
which alleviate the tense atmosphere that

permeates the school. They also occasionally

feign death to remind students that there

are more important things in life than

chemistry tests and computer labs. The
department performs another vital public

service by tasting all cafeteria food before it

is consumed by students and faculty. And
doggone it if they don 't do their job well!

Sheba, the department's most eloquently

outspoken colleague, had this to say, "Bow
wow wow, ruff, arf, ruff ruff, bark grrr, arf arf

ruff."

R to L: Ms. Sheba, Dr. Puddin', Mr. Alfred M
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Physical Education Department

The Physical Education Department
attempts to follow the philosophy of Harpeth
Hall in that we try to educate the whole girl.

The primary goal is to give the student

activities that she can use in later years,

mainly life-time sports. Unique to Harpeth
Hall is a strong dance program that is part

of this Department. All three instructors in

the department have graduate and/or
undergraduate degrees in their fields which

lends real professionalism to the entire

Physical Education Department.
— Ms. Pat Moran, Department Head

L to R: Ms. Matthews, Ms. Moran, Ms. Russ.

Fine Arts Department

The Fine Arts Department believes that
the visual and performing arts are an
integral component of education and our
lives. Studies in the Fine Arts, built on a
tradition of excellence, strive to produce
students who are able to respond to the arts

aesthetically, intellectually, and emotionally.
Students are given the opportunity to view
the past, present, and envision the future
through understanding their cultural

heritage. Students play a vital part in the
production and presentation of vocal and
dance concerts, theater, and the display of
art.

— Ms. Ann Blackburn, Department Head

Front row: Ms. Myers, Ms. Matthews, Ms. Blackburn.

Back row: Ms. Klocko, Ms. Batson, Ms. Paschal, Ms.

Goodwin.
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Parade of Stars
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When David Wood announced his intention

to leave Harpeth Hall in the spring of 1991,
a committee of faculty and parents began an

intensive search for the perfect replacement.
After months of interviewing and reviewing

resumes, the committee finally found Ms.

Leah Rhys, whose credentials showed her to

be an excellent combination of an

experienced and committed educator. On
September 15, an investiture was held to

officially welcome Ms. Rhys as the new
teacher. The ceremony was followed by the

dedication of the Jack C. Massey Math-
Science Building. The most stunning sight

was the teachers' procession through the

auditorium clad in their academic gowns. Dr.

Echerd's resemblance to a Franciscan monk
of the 14th century earned him the apropos
title of "Friar Echerd."

108 Investiture/Dedication
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I Thought I Saw a Teacher

/ did! I did see a teacher!

So, who received the Faculty

Recognition chairs this year?
Contrary to the tradition of giving

two chairs per year to outstanding

faculty, it was decided that this

year's Faculty Day would recognize

the five faculty members who have
been at Harpeth Hall for twenty or

more years: Pat Moran, Joyce
Ward, Nan Reed, Carol Oxley, and
Carolyn Felkel. Although each is

very different from the others, all

five women exemplify the qualities

of determination and
perseverance. Following the
announcement, they congregated
on stage and began to wax
nostalgic about the days when Ms.
Ward wore miniskirts shorter than
the kilts of today. Some
photographic evidence was even
uncovered; Ms. Ward's skirts have
gotten longer. Her hair, however,
has gotten shorter. Is there a

connection?

—
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Parliamentary Procedure Cult Discovered

In the unforgettable words of Ms. Emily

Fuller, "Coming together is a beginning,

working together is progress, and staying

together is success" — success in a "major
way" said senior Carrie Crossman. Elected

student leaders and able-bodied faculty

partied and toiled for days at Lakeshore
Assembly in Eva, Tennessee, at the late-

summer conference. Along with the
inevitable parliamentary procedure, many
strategy games were added to the agenda.
These taught valuable lessons and provided
excitement. To break the tension felt at the

thought of beginning another year of school,

wee hours of the night were filled with

Scattergories, Trivial Pursuit, Ms. Russ'

expert "parking" tips, a frenzy of button
making, and fun for students and faculty!
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Submarines Surface on Souby Lawn
i < <

After exciting summers of world travel,

bungi jumping, and cellulite accumulation,

Honeybears reluctantly returned to Souby
lawn to find themselves among friends, bees,

and an eccentric band called "Say-So." Old

students gathered to catch up on the

summer's gossip while new students found

this a great opportunity to meet people in a

casual setting. The killer-bee craze that

rocked Harpeth Hall in the late fall of '91

began on this historic day — August 22. The
bees swarmed around many students dining

on delectable Subway sandwiches. When
asked why the bees picked Harpeth Hall,

one girl hypothesized, "It must have been
the honey in all of us!"

Sub Party 111



Frosh Break Ice — Two Fall Through
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Harpeth Hall fledglings basked in the

sweltering heat on September 13th and
14th, the weekend of the annual Freshmen
Retreat at Camp Cedar Crest. "The retreat

was a great achievement," said Ms. Lentz.

"The freshmen really didn't complain about
the excessive heat; instead they

concentrated on having the time of their

lives." This retreat taught the freshman
useful leadership qualities in the form of

tricky and thought-provoking obstacles, such

as going through giant spider webs or

"walking the plank." In addition, they also

elected their class officers for the year. After

participating in the time honored tradition of

performing retreat skits, the freshmen
couldn't help themselves and boogied the

night away. Those crazy freshmen!!
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Thousands of Students Join the Club

The day after Labor Day, the
true end of summer, students

gathered in Bullard Gym to

overcommit themselves to the

many clubs offered by Harpeth
Hall. The event was the sixth

annual Club Fair, and as student

leaders tried to gain new
members, Freshmen and
Upperclassmen alike were enticed

into joining clubs such as Latin

Club, YIG, and Playmakers. Key
Club even used keys to nightclubs,

cars, and homes all over Nashville

as bribes. There were many new
clubs, such as H.H. Law and Book
Club, as well as the "Old faithfuls"

— Spanish Club, French Club, and
Science Club. Once again, Harpeth
Hall students entered Bullard Gym
mere students and departed
official members of various

organizations.
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Honesty's Our Best Policy

On August 29, thirteen girls

dressed in Harpeth Hall camouflage— white — marched gracefully up
onto the auditorium stage to be
sworn in as the 1991-92 Honor
Council. D'Anna Malone, Council

President, opened the ceremony with

a speech discussing "the importance
of being earnest" with your peers
and yourself. Vice-president Kara
Emerson followed with a speech on
the procedures and principles of the

Honor Council. D'Anna later

commented positively on the

assembly saying, "People really

seemed to be listening this year.

They were more receptive to Honor
Council policies."
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Flowers Sprout From Girls' Brains

Nancy Wright's opening quotation by Popeye (The

Sailor Man), "I am what I am", perfectly expresses the

spirit of Senior Recognition Day. Seniors arrived at

school clad in white, anticipating the moment when
they would don their hats. The assembly opened with

inspiring speeches by Kathy Gale Estes, Sarah

Anderson, and Nancy Wright. The seniors processed

onto the stage faced with the long-awaited moment
when they leave the days of required study hall and
Freshmen retreats behind them. As for the hats, (not

suitable enough to be a formal part of the traditional

ceremony) Seniors viewed them with wonder and
horror. Kara Emerson said, "I've always been partial to

felt daisies." Filled with creativity and a little spunk,

the hats captured the essence of the class of 1992!
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High C's Shatter Auditorium Windows

Perhaps you happened to be wandering the Har-

peth Hall campus and heard the entire student

body, faculty, and staff burst into song. Maybe this

sounds like a scene in a nineteen forties musical, but

it actually took place on our campus at the first

annual Harpeth Hall Songfest. Harpeth Hall's choral

diva, Tania Batson, and her mathematical sidekick

Kathy Boehm, led the expedition. The rounds of

"Jubilate deo" reverberated throughout the Har-

peth Hall auditorium. Other musical selections in-

cluded "Red River Valley" and "Somewhere Over
The Rainbow, "and the extravaganza ended with the

singing of Harpeth Hall's alma mater. All agreed that

the songfest was successful in raising tired, over-

worked students' morale using music to pump ev-

eryone's dormant adrenalin.
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Mystery Crop Circles Explained
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On October 13th all the able-bodied members
of the Harpeth Hall community ran around in

circles to raise money in the third annual Run for

the Green. The grand festivities commenced as

the eighth grade paraded around the track with

water balloons. The seemingly low-key faculty

shocked the student body by participating in the

"Rigor Mortis Relay". As the teachers sprinted

across the field sporting kooky costumes, the

audience wondered who would win. When
Margaret Gross began the race, the spectators

dumbfoundedly gazed at what seemed like a mob
of crazy marathoners. Herds of anxious students

stampeded onto the asphalt in hopes of being

that lucky girl who would win one of the

spectacular prizes donated by the Mother's
Auxiliary. To sum up: green it was and run we did!
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She's No Ordinary Jo

On October 14, Harpeth Hall had its annu-
al Southern Writers Assembly with guest au-

thor Josephine Humphreys. The author of

RICH IN LOVE and DREAMS OF SLEEP was a

brilliant and humorous speaker despite a

cold. She read an excerpt from her best-

known novel, RICH IN LOVE, which is about
a teenage girl and her social and family tri-

als. Naturally, the audience identified with

the characters; Humphreys held them spell-

bound. Her teaching career, a short-lived

occupation which preceeded her writing,

was also a topic addressed by Humphreys
who encouraged the students to write and
do what they truly enjoy. Students agreed
that "she was exhilirating" and joined her

during the reception in the library.
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Students Eat Bone Marrow and Live

On the evening of October 17,1991, the Mamie
Sheridan Gallery was sent back in time about 400 years

and invaded by elegantly dressed women in pointy hats

and long skirts, who bore faint resemblance to the

seniors and members of the Great Works class. These
noblewomen dined by candlelight on an authentic period

meal, (the preparation of which forced students down
remote grocery store aisles in search of delicacies such

as pomegranates and marrow), sipped cider served in

jeweled goblets, and were entertained by Renaissance

dancers, jugglers, madrigal singers, and musicians playing

authentic melodies. The revelry was over when students

blew out the candles and returned to their own time with

leftover fruit — and a little bone marrow.
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Live at the Improv!

Afternoon for the Arts was a first-time

event at Harpeth Hall that clearly

displayed the creativity which all members
of the Fine Arts department at Harpeth

Hall possess. The program included just a

sampling of protege dancers, singers,

artists, photographers, writers, and a band
of merry actors and actresses.

Spectacular performances included the

harmonious weavings of madrigal singers,

the spritely movement of dancers,

hilarious improvisations by the Acting II

class, and readings of extremely

provocative works by writers from the

student body.
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Circuit City Holds Moonlight Madness Sale

Young Love.

The annual dance was held on October 26 in

Morrison Gym which was appropriately

decorated with hay bales and pumpkins to

enhance the "rustic" theme. As always, it was
THE social event of the season, and everyone
who's anyone was present. Attire ran the

gamut — from sweatpants and a T-shirt, to

semi-formal dresses. As far as dates go, there

were a few happy couples, but for the most
part, the guests would not commit or admit
that they were with that special someone. The
entertainment was top of the line; everyone
danced to the funky rhythm of HH's most
popular band — the Daytripperz (an inside

source told us that a particular love-sick

Sophomore is now dating the Tripperz's lead

singer, but these reports are not yet

confirmed)!
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It Ain't Over 'til Marcel Marceau Sings

The '92 Chorus could be best compared and
contrasted with that horrifying chimera, THE
BLOB. Like the Blob, the Chorus seemed to

swallow everything in its path, gaining new
members at every turn. The Chorus even
spawned; Madrigals might be considered the

choral version of the Son of the Blob. There,

however, the similarities end. While the Blob is

utterly repugnant, the Chorus, as evidenced by

their many concerts last year, are Muses in

plaid. To enlighten the masses, the Chorus had
a special concert at the Green Hills Mall, where
many people, who had thought them to be

mimes because of their elegant black and white

outfits, were shocked when the Chorus opened
their mouths and actual sound came out. At

the annual Spring Concert, they proved
themselves to be non-discriminatory

employers, doing a Lerner and Lowe piece and
a duet from "The Music Man" with the MBA
chorus. Unfortunately, there is little hope of

this kind of innovation continuing next year, as

Ms. Batson, the woman at the heart of the

Blob, will not be returning. We wish her well,

and send her our thanks for some dazzling

concerts.
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Sheltered Students Work in Shelters

On, November 1, 1991, Harpeth Hall's Upper School

students and faculty dressed in duds and piled into

cars in order to spend a day serving the community.
Services ranged from cleaning up creeks and sorting

cans and non-perishable food, to working with

children, abandoned animals, or senior citizens.

Everyone returned for an assembly during which
various students recounted their activities. Memorable
experiences included playing cards with senior citizens,

working with children and babies, and getting muddy in

creeks. Community Day again provided Harpeth Hall

with a rare and important opportunity to become
aware of the problems in the community and to be
part of their solution. Many students talked about their

day with smiles on their faces. Harpeth Hall students

made new friends all over Nashville.
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Exotic Virus Causes Students to Sing and Dance

When Cary Brothers graduated in the

spring of 1991, people wondered if the

Harpeth Hall Theater Program would
ever recover, but the '91-'92

Playmakers surprised everyone with a

stunning fall musical, ANYTHING GOES.
The stage was all "decked-out" as the

cruise ship the U.S.S. Americana, on
which the motley crew of characters —
including mobsters, drunk businessmen,
evangelical night-club singers, society

matrons, and one master of disguise —
are crossing the Atlantic. The faculty

was represented by Richard Wright of

MBA, and our own Phil Hooper, who
battled for the spotlight in the

memorable roles of Moonface Martin

(Public Enemy # 1) and Sir Evelyn

Oakleigh, respectively. It was a dazzling

final product — a seafaring spectacle

that no one will ever forget.
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WANTED: 5'6" Girl With Curly Mustache

The nascent Law Club's year of

hard work culminated in the

Midstate Mock Trial Competition,

which was held in March, at the

State Courthouse. In the

preceeding three months, four

mock lawyers, and six witnesses,

pored over 100 pages of a mock
murder case, and spent hours

researching and polishing viable

arguments for both the

prosecution and the defense.

Dolled up in the best costumes at

the competition, the defense team
soundly defeated Father Ryan and
Goodpasture, while the

prosecution team tripped up MBA
II and University School. And even
though the team didn't place in

the top five, all members agree

that they had more fun than the

other stick-in-the-mud teams and
that they will be back next year

with a vengance.
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Student Dance Attacked by Black Blob

Harpeth Hall Upper School students had two
reasons to celebrate on December 19th: it was
both the end of midterms and the date of the
annual Winter Formal. Ms. Rhys noticed that at

a dim point, they were all partying on pure
adrenaline. Black was once again the color of

choice for dresses (surprise!). However, color

seemed to be making a comeback with few
girls who decided black was just a little too
depressing. The band, Scat Springs, helped to

pull in a large crowd and kept students

stompin' for hours. Once again, delicious

refreshments and wonderful decorations were
provided by the Mother's Auxiliary and the

Student Council (what would the party be
without that beautiful Christmas tree?). To sum
up: black, tree, Rocky Top = a warm way to

shake off that exam stress and to kick off the

next five weeks of life without school.
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Grannies Gather to Sit and Sip

Last fall, Middle Schoolers were set the

task of rounding up a grandmother, aunt, or

older good friend to go with them to the

annual grandmother's tea held in the

Harpeth Hall Gallery. This is a good time for

everyone to get together, talk, eat, drink,

and be entertained. The best part about this

"tea party" is the chance it offers students

to do a little something with elders and
loved ones whom they might not see very

often. Not only do these grandmothers meet
new people and find out the Harpeth Hall

news, but each can meet her

granddaughter's friends and see her school.
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Girls Trapped in School OK After 3 Weeks!
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Once again, the freshmen and sophomores
were confined to campus for Winterim, as

the juniors and seniors were set free to

explore the wide world. While on campus,
frosh and sophomores attended "fun"

classes (isn't that a contradiction in terms?)

such as Sewing, Winona Ryder Film Fest,

Human Evolution, and Creative Writing.

Students also enjoyed jiving to The Village,

bribing teachers to perform bizarre rituals

(such as singing the Alma Mater) by

collecting cans for the 2nd Harvest Food
Bank, and just plain learning new things! On
Campus Winterim '92 was an experience

that no one will ever be able to forget.
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Free At Last!
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Students Take Break by Going Back to School

At 8:30 on Monday morning, January 6,

Middle Schoolers entered the school

apprehensive and expectant. All newcomers
came to school in duds, wondering about
the day ahead. The bell rang, and girls

scattered to their classes which were taught

by Middle School teachers and parents.

Students had previously signed up for unique

and exciting classes to take during the week
of Interim and ran around on a hand-picked

schedule. Class topics covered a wide
spectrum of interests — cake decorating,

bridge, the environment, dramatic or movie
related classes. It was an incredible change
from the regular schedule of classes!! As the

week came to an end, many people wished
that it would last longer, but they were
grateful for this brief but enriching respite.
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Sixth Grade Gets Royal Reception

Last year's adventurous Middle School classes

embarked on many challenging and eventful trips.

In early September, the spritely sixth graders

motored down to Memphis, (the final resting

place of Elvis' toenail clippers and other elegant

memorabilia). Although they did not have a

chance to go by Graceland and see what remains
of "The King," they did get to oggle at the royal

treasure of an honest-to-goodness queen when
they spent the day at the renowned "Catherine

the Great" exhibit.

The seventh grade survived for three days in

the heart of wilderness and found it to be
somewhat less terrifying than the sadistic eighth

graders had insinuated. They rapelled, climbed
cliffs, did a ropes course, and learned to trust

each other. Last, but not least, the eighth grade

set off for Jekyll Island and Atlanta. The class

spent a few days with an environmental group,

learning to protect and appreciate nature, and
then detoured to Atlanta, where they shopped to

exhaustion.

These various trips all had the same result: a

relaxed, confident, and more unified class.
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The Freaks Come Out at Night

Where else at Harpeth Hall could one
find and evening of "lacerating self-expo-

sure" and glamorous psychophrenic
symptoms but at the spring theatrical

production, "Random Lives." Instead of

the traditional two-act play, this year's

dramatic adventure was a combination of

two one-acts, one of which was set in a

juvenile dentention center and the other

on a mysterious stage, and four mono-
logues that focused on topics as varied as

the death of a parent, tatoos, and cat-

beating. Although many new faces ap-

peared with some seasoned troupe veter-

ans, the group pulled together like pros

despite a rehearsal period of only three

weeks. Those who attended were privi-

leged to witness the pioneering of a new
frontier in Harpeth Hall theatre.
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Founding Father Haunts Gym

So, you say you've seen a short man in

a powdered wig and velvet knickers, or

maybe a battalion of soldiers wandering
the halls? Maybe you took one too many
Vivarin last night, or maybe you just

opened your eyes on the most effusively

patriotic day of the Harpeth Hall year —
George Washington Day. The celebration

was a festive potpourri of hornpiping

sailors, foot-stompin' soldiers, couples

dancing the minuet, and heart-swelling

songs about grain and purple majesties. All

the pageantry was, however, tinged with

sadness as its director, Nancy Duvier,

regretably retired at the end of the year.

Despite changes, Harpeth Hall tradition

will demand that the spirit of George walk

again.
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Stage Infested by Six-Foot Fungi

Lights! Curtain! Action! Harpeth Hall Middle

Schoolers got together last year to produce an

ALICE IN WONDERLAND full of enthusiastic

performances and eye-popping special effects.

The show opened to an appropriately excited

audience; more than 500 parents and students

showed up to see their daughters and friends

give it their all on opening night. The theatre

was filled with wide-eyed children and
reminiscing adults as the story-book tale

unfolded. From the moment Alice stepped into

the magic land, to her encounters with

inhabitants such as Tweedle-Dum and the

Doormouse, to the closing of the final curtain,

the audience was enthralled and amused by
the cast of classic and quirky characters.
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"Waiter, There's a Butterfly in My Soup!"

It was a dark and drizzling night in April when
Harpeth Hall students gathered for the Main
Event where they were mesmerized by the
mystical melodies of JOSH AND THE SOULDIERS
OF LOVE. In the opinion of one Junior, "The band
was good, but the best part was being with

friends. I got some really great photographs out
of it." Another Junior commented that she
"wished the Main Event happened every weekend— it's just so exciting!"

At the Parent's Auction the night before,

hundreds of wild n' crazy old folks cut loose and
bid on everything from parking spots and lawn
chairs to high-tech gadgets and trips. From the
way they grooved to the tunes of the Pat Patrick

Band, it was obvious that they, like the students,
wouldn't mind having a weekly Main Event.
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Solid Gold Dads

Once again, HH students and their dads
drifted aimlessly around the Cumberland River

aboard Opryland's flagship, the General
Jackson, for the annual Father-Daughter
Banquet. Ms. Batson and the HH madrigal

singers commanded the audience's "Respect"
as the evening's entertainment. After all the

dinner dishes had been cleared away, everyone
pushed back furniture and rolled back the

carpets and let loose. They loosened their ties,

kicked off uncomfortable shoes, and boogied
the night away. Father-Daughter Banquet is

always a rollicking good time for all, and this

year's Banquet was no exception, but it is

more than your average party; the Banquet
gives fathers and daughters a time to forget

homework and business, and to just have fun

together.
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Dance Fever Cures Spring Fever

There is nothing like April to

make you want to frolic in fields

and deeply inhale the invigorating

air and celebrate the rebirth of

Nature. For those of us who would
like to do this but are too easily

embarrassed, the spring Dance
Concert came just in time,

enabling us to vicariously enjoy

spring fever without doing anything

we might later regret. This concert
was unique in comparison to past

concerts because student dancers
did much of their own
choreography. One particularly

moving piece, called "Passages,"
which was choreographed and
performed by four seniors,

depicted the major stages in a

woman's life. Thanks to the wide
variety of music and dance styles

represented, everyone came away
from the concert enlightened and
entertained.
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Air Concert On The Lawn
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This year's Concert on the Lawn
threw tradition to the wind ... er, air.

"Due to band complications,"

announced Student Council President,

Nancy Wright, "there'll be no Concert.
Sorry." At that, a groan escaped from
the expectant crowd, but the legions

were too quick to despair. "However,"
their trusty prez continued, "We're
going to have a jammin', Eighties-style

air concert instead — so everybody
limber up and come on down. It'll be a

righteous time for all!" Thus spake
Nancy, and thus it was. As dusk
descended on the Twin-H Ranch,
hordes of eager air aficionadoes

descended on Souby Lawn like locusts

on barley. The swelling crowd got more
and more rowdy as each air performer
took the stage, but Wright got the most
frenzied response of all for her

electrifying air rendition of "Islands in

the Stream." As economic as it was
entertaining, Air Concert on the Lawn
seems destined to become a hallowed

tradition.
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Crossdressing Seniors & Regressive Juniors

After the Cowboys/Indians fiasco of 1991, in

which several seniors were lassoed with duct tape
and hog-tied to a telephone pole, it seemed Junior-

Senior week would be one hallowed H.H. tradition

that would never see daylight again. Amazingly, it

and Little Boy/Little Girl Day were revived, though
with stricter water gun regulations. Seniors

celebrated their status by wearing the class colors,

marine and emerald, to school on one day, and the
colors of their chosen college on another. The
Seniors also hosted a rather damp weenie roast on
the patio, which the dogs appreciated as much as

the Juniors did. The festivities culminated in the

aforementioned Little Boy/Little Girl Day, which was
relatively peaceful, though that peace could be
attributed to stress as much as to inter-class

camaraderie. All in all, the week was fun, and a

great way for the Class of '92 to pass the torch to

the rising seniors.

"20 water guns by noon, or you'll never see Oxley again!"
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MS Athletes Get Their Just Desserts

At the 1992 MS Sports Dessert,

HH Honeycubs were recognized
for their athletic achievements. An
overwhelming number of last

year's Cubs participated in a sport,

and some participated in more
than one. Every participant was
awarded a certificate, and each
coach presented a Most Valuable

Award and a Most Improved
Award. A student from each grade
spoke on the impact of sports on
her life; Anne Hancock
represented the seventh grade and
eighth grader Leila Holscher

expressed the feelings of her class.
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Forget Weight Training — Try Cake Training!

Friends and family of HH athletes
;athered in the garden for the annual
ithletic Banquet. Each coach gave a
sudatory speech about his or her
earn and handed out first year
ertificates, second year jackets,

hird year blankets, and fourth year
luffelbags. Some special awards,
uch as MVP, Most Improved, and
he highly coveted Best Athlete
ward, were also presented. After the
iresentation of the awards, senior
thletes were invited to say a few
/ords about their experiences in HH
ports. The celebration ended with
he ultimate revocation of training

liets, as coaches and athletes alike

howed down on cookies, cake, and
>unch.

US Athletic Banquet

Athlete of the Year Shelley Carmichael

Swimming
MVP Kelly Williams

! Most Improved Liz Earls

Coach's Award Shay Upadhyaya

Soccer
Best Defense Mary Britton Thompson
Best Offense Kate Sherrard

j

!
MVP Mary Brooke Akers

Most Improved Mary Britton Thompson

Track
MVP Field Lindsey Orcutt

MVP Running Kate Terry

Most Improved Runner Mary Brooke
Akers

J

Most Improved in Field Mollie Mills

Competitor's Award Annie Parsons

Cross County
MVP Lindsey Orcutt !

Most Improved Jill Voss
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Eric, Ariel and Prom Court

When the Juniors revealed their top-

secret prom theme, everyone was initially

alarmed to discover that it would be
"Prom in Your Swimming Pool", but they
were relieved to learn that the theme was
actually "Neptune's Night Out" — and
what a night it turned out to be! With
enough plastic flamingoes to make any
self-respecting yard decorator turn green
with envy, and enough goldfish to clog up
Nashville's sewer system for a week, the

gallery and the gym were transformed
into an underwater Utopia. During

presentation, the Seniors emerged from a

cruise ship as big as the Titanic and as

beautiful as the Love Boat, and,

remarkably, no one jumped ship (fell); the

landlubbers walked the plank with a three-

million-watt spotlight aimed at their eyes,

and many later confessed to thoughts of a

near-death experience. After presentation,

a record number of students remained to

boogie down with the Grounders, who
were honored at one point with a

gargantuan bunny-hop line. The general

consensus was that the evening was even
more exciting than the time the cast of

"The Facts of Life" and the Harlem
Globetrotters boarded the Love Boat in

the same episode.
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Kidnapped by Evil Ursala!

Prom Court

Prom Queen Carrie Crossman

Senior

Attendants Kathy Gale Estes

Liz Earls

Junior

Attendants Mary Vance
Shay Upadhyaya

Sophomore
Attendants Genevieve Fitzgerald

Freshman
Attendants Lacey Galbraith

'What's black and white and red all over?'

"You look mahvelous, dahling."
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Award's Day Motto:

Plaid kilts, patched quilts, and the podium the

workers built, all at 8:30 on a too-gray morning.

This year's All-Club Picnic, (isn't 8:30 a little early

for a picnic?), was punctuated by the ever-over-

exuberant Seniors who gave standing ovations to

every Senior receiving an award, and by the less

exuberant under-classmen who just politely clapped
for their peers. All the students enjoyed the red,

orange, and purple "flavored" popsicles provided by
the Student Council, and no one even questioned

what red, orange or purple actually tastes like. As
usual, All-Club Picnic was a time to recognize

outstanding students for their academic and
extracurricular accomplishments, and a time for

students to enjoy each other's company on an

otherwise drizzly and depressing day.
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Clap Until You Bleed
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Mayhem and Madness
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Strike Middle School

No — I lead, you follow."
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What do Books, Boxes, Bredesen,
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and Ballet Have in Common?

Ever wonder what the middle schoolers are doing

during Wednesday assemblies while the upper school

has reading period? The Middle School instituted a

new program this year called Wisdom on Wednesdays
(or W.O.W. for short) which brings interesting people

or groups from the community to Harpeth Hall to

share their wisdom with sixth, seventh and eighth

graders during the Wednesday assembly. A wide range

of people was represented, including Nashville mayor
Phil Bredesen, and members of the Nashville Ballet.

Many professional women participated; middle

schoolers were spoken to by a female surgeon, a

woman who designs lunch boxes, and the two women
entrepreneurs who started the Davis-Kidd Bookstore.

The middle schoolers were entertained and honored
by their outstanding speakers, but most importantly,

they were given a sampling of the wide range of

careers that are open to them, careers which they will

undoubtedly keep in mind during the next few years.
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I Scream, You Scream,

MS Honor Day

Sixth Grade Spirit Abbie Griffith

Seventh Grade Spirit Julia Brown
Eighth Grade Spirit Sukey Tully

Algebra 1 Kristine West
JCL Rachel Salberg

Daugh W. Smith Kristine West
Melrose Civitan Amy Meadows
Perfect Attendance Nancy Kim

Kristine West
Polly Fessey Beverly Statland

Club Citizenship Cup Triad

Club Sports Trophy Triad

_ ^ i s.
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We All Scream for Honor Day!

For Ms. Rhys and the sixth graders, Honor
Day was doubly exciting because of its

unfamiliarity, but even for the more
seasoned students present, it was still an

exciting event. The eighth graders looked

beautiful in their regal white dresses as they

walked across the stage to accept their

awards, while the sixth and seventh graders

looked slightly uncomfortable in their

uncharacteristic thoroughly-tucked-in shirts.

The unusually high number of awards given

plainly showed what an extraordinary year
1991-92 had been for the Middle School.

The outstanding eighth grade class

graduated with a well-earned bang — or

should we say a scream? Traditionally the

newly-graduated class exits the auditorium

and enters the gallery where they scream at

the top of their lungs to celebrate their

accomplishment, and this year was no
different.
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MENU: Soup, Salad, Senior Roast

Strange as it may seem, the faculty and the
Seniors actually sat down to dinner together without
any kind of food fight breaking out. The event was
the annual Senior Banquet, and it took place at the

Caldwell home one rainy spring day. Amid the
chaotic bustlings of the caterers and the periodic

mass migrations whenever the rain would shift, the
class wits read aloud their scathing predictions for

what their classmates would be doing in twenty
years. We won't go into those here, but suffice it to

say that the seduction of Jim McMahon and the

opening of a topless bar were included. At the end
of the dinner, the Senior Book was distributed, and
pronounced a success by all. As they stood around
waiting for the rain-soaked valets to return with

their cars, faculty and Seniors stood around
chatting, and it slowly dawned on everyone that

they were actually going to miss each other.

Dr. Echerd puts the moves on Karissa as Mr. Hooper looks on approvin)
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Watch Your Step!
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Unnaturally Attached Graduates Vow,

T23

>>

Somebody up there must really like the Class of
'92; during the weeks before their graduation, it had
started to look like the Biblical flood all over again,
and Graduation Day itself dawned grey and rainy.
Thankfully, before hordes of Seniors descended on
local shops in search of white raincoats, the sun
broke through the clouds. The ceremony, too, went
without a hitch; there were a few desperate fumbles
as the graduates tried to hold their bouquets,
snatch their diplomas, and shake hands at the same
time, but there were no catastrophes. After a few
furtive glances to reassure themselves that their
diplomas were, in fact, signed, the graduates were
through. Souby Lawn, following the commencement,
was a festive melee of hugging, crying, and cameras
flashing. That night, the Class of '92 partied down at
the Commodore Club; it had been a long road, and
a hard one, and they were glad to be at the end of
it.
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"We'll Never Say Goodbye"
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Katie Wray Award Karissa Schecter
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Lady of the Hall Carrie Crossman
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Men At A Glance

Take a walk on the dork side!

Even though HH is ostensibly an all-

female environment, men (ok, and boys

too) are a large part of the experience of

every Harpeth Hall student. We stare

blankly at them as they attempt to teach

us in class, we try to run over them as

they lounge about the underclasswomen
parking lots, we tow them to dances, and
we even expect them to clean up after us.

For such an important part of our

everyday lives, men have been
scandalously underrepresented in

Milestones — until now. We, the editors

of Milestones, proudly unveil Men At A
Glance, a scientific sampling of the best

that manhood has to offer. So, have a

look (try not to drool), read some
Hemingway, have a cold one, and maybe
slaughter an animal with your bare hands;

just remember that we can't live with 'em,

and we can't kill 'em.

Look, but don't touch — you might burn yourself.

Guido & Leon: Winners of the 1992 "I Wanna Be A Honeybear" Contest
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The Hall Tells All
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Posse in White Cleans Up Hall

The Honor Council is the branch of

student government dedicated to protecting

the community atmosphere of trust and

respect that is so important at Harpeth Hall.

Honor Council representatives are those

students elected by their peers as the most
honest and responsible members of their

class. At the beginning of each school year,

each representative takes an oath that she

"will not lie, cheat, or engage in any other

dishonest act, nor will she assist others in

doing so." Throughout the year, the Honor
Council provides anyone accused of an

honor violation with a peer jury. The council

then makes a recommendation to the

Faculty Disciplinary Committee and to Mrs.

Rhys who makes the final decision.

Honor Council

President: D'Anna Malone
Vice President: Kara Emerson
Secretary: Betty Caplinger

Sergeant-at-Arms: Carrie Crossman
Kim Wang

Junior Reps: Melissa Hampton
Susanna Trabue
Julie Barrett

Noni Nielsen

Sophomore Reps: Appy Frenchman
Crispin Davis

Freshman Re'ps: Lacey Galbraith

Courtney Pace
Sponsor: Susan Baughman
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Bears Organize and Form Student Government

Led by Nancy "Bird" Wright, the Student
Council started the year off with a bang and
some bees at the Sub Party. Not only did

Nancy and her handy crew of Upper School
students reorganize the Bear Necessities,

but they also managed to pull off some of

the best HH dances ever! This year's

Student Council benefited not only Harpeth
Hall students, but the whole community. On
November 1, 1991, the second annual

Community Day took place. Students
scattered all over the city, helping out less

fortunate people, animals, and rivers. The
Student Council has, without a doubt,

proven itself a necessary element of Harpeth
Hall Life.

US Student Council

President Nancy Wright

Vice President Mary Wallace Patrick

Secretary Kate Sherrard

Treasurer Jennifer Duck

Bear Necessities

Manager Frances Bailey

Asst. Manager Page Curry

Senior

Representatives Betty Caplinger

Jennifer Farringer

Junior

Representatives Anne Bartholomew
Mary Britton Thompson

Sophomore
Representatives Robinette Weiss

Miller Wild

Freshmen
Representatives Cecy Lovvorn

Katherine Wray

Sponsor Ms. Liza Lentz

Ms. Joyce Ward
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Softer Toilet Paper and Justice for All

Student Fa culty Committee

President: Shelley Carmichael

VP/Secretary: Liza Caldwell

Senior Reps: Amy Brooks
Ashley Camp
Amanda Haslam
Missy McKeand

Junior Reps: Tricia Bryan

Stephanie Cook
Courtney Cooper
Rebecca Hoke

Sophomore Reps: Kathyrn Ozier

Jennifer Towbin
Charlotte West
Holly Whetsell

Freshman Reps: Jennifer LaRue
Haley Runne

Student Council Rep: Nancy Wright i

i Faculty Rep: Dr. Jim Cooper
Ms. Emily Fuller

Ms. Leslie Matthews
Ms. Ann Blackburn

Ms. Derah Myers
Ms. Amy Sebes
Mr. Paul Tuzeneu
Mr. Tad Wert
Ms. Susan Baughman

M
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Selected faculty and appointed students

meet once or twice each month in the dank
cell beneath the library to discuss pressing

issues. Student-Faculty Committee meetings
are open to everyone so they provide a

valuable forum for concerns and a sounding-

board for possible solutions. In the past,

Student-Faculty Committee has been
responsible for such changes as the approval

of loafers as part of the school uniform and
the addition of a new style skirt to the

uniform repertoire. Hotly debated issues of

this past year have included higher quality

bathroom tissue, changing grade
requirements for exam exemption, and the

controversial topic of the reading period.

r
i
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Seven Year Club

1st Row L to R: Amy Hamilton, Elizabeth Rochford, Jennifer Farringer, Jill Kasselberg, Amanda Haslam, Emily Davis. 2nd Row:
Meredith Palmer, Shannon Simpson, Mari-Kate Hopper, Kathy Gale Estes, Jean Ellen Waugh, Tracey Robinson. Not pictured:

Mary Evelyn Brooks, Brooke Brown, Sarah Davis, Kara Emerson, Nikol Tschaepe.

Daughters of Alumnae
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Ballet Club

Right to Left: Ginny Richter, Leslie Caldwell, Jennifer LaRue, Amy Knowles, Appy Frenchman, Amy Love, Meredith McDonald, Katharine Alden.

Jazz Club
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Front Row L to R: Ellie Binkley, Aimee LeBlanc, Meg Vaughn, Jennifer Duck, Sarah Walton, Naomi Limor, Tracey Robinson, Emily Compton, Mary

Morgan Blackburn, Beth Waltemath; Back Row: Meredith McDonald, Alyssa Martin, Appy Frenchman, Whitney Jones, Lindsey Cigarran, Anna

Williams, Alicia Ford, Nicole Earle, Holly Whetsell, Austine McDonald.
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Modern Club
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Standing L to R: Katharine Alden, Beth Waltemath, Appy Frenchman, Missy Deaton, Emmie Fairhead, Jessica Lovett, Tracey Robinson, Naomi
Limor, Anna Williams, Stephanie Cook, Holly Whetsell, Nicole Earle, Amy Knowles, Beth Davis, Meredith McDonald; On Ground L to R: Cecy
Lovvorn, Mary Morgan Blackburn, Jennifer Towbin, Lindsey Cigarran, Alicia Ford, Jennifer Duck, Amy Hamilton, Meg Vaughn, Ginny Richter,

Mary Reid Colter, Ellie Binkley.

Tap Club

Top Row L to R: Julie Asbury, Leslie Caldwell, Emily Compton, Aimee LeBlanc, Malena Salberg, Jennifer LaRue, Josephine Proctor. Second Row:
Catherine Blackburn, Whitney Jones, Lisa Lancaster, Sarah Walton, Melissa Hampton, Lauren Marler, Alexis Reed, Amy Love. Bottom Row: Beth
Osgood, Kara Emerson, Naomi Limor, Julia Harrison, Holley Phillips.
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Achtung Baby

The small but fiesty group of Harpeth Hall

German students like each other (and

sauerkraut) so much that they formed the

German Club, and now their get-togethers

count as an extra-curricular activity. Led by
Herr Tuzeneu and the decidedly un-Fascist

Beth Geddie, the club has spent the year

reading German magazines and following the

goings-on in their Homeland. They also had a

rollicking dinner at the Gerst Haus, where they

dined on kraut, bratwurst, and presumably
some Alka-Seltzer. That dinner and other club

activities have become so popular with even
non-German speaking students, that the French
club has begun to get a little antsy.

L:

Left to right: Mr. Tuzeneu — sponsor; Rosalind Teal —
chief of staff; Natasha Taylor — secretary; Beth Geddie —
president; D'Anna Malone — treasurer; Elizabeth Rochford— sergeant-at-arms; Karissa Schecter — vice-president

Doe, Un Cerf, a Female Cerf

ISHS "Studying French in school day after day
to ace tests and quizzes — where's the

excitement?" one student asked. Although

Madame Benn and Monsieur Tuzeneu keep

their students entertained in French class,

sometimes that's just not enough. Solution?

The French Club here at Harpeth Hall

provides more of the French way of thinking

without having to worry about grades and
homework. Mrs. Benn, the club sponsor,

says, "The purpose is to promote interest in

French language and culture outside of the

classroom." Besides planning picnics, bike

rides, and authentic French dinners, the

members of the French club have suddenly

become destined for the opera. They learn

songs in their meetings and thoroughly enjoy

themselves by singing them with

unmistakable French accents. The French
club is without a doubt the best way to taste

the way of life in France without actually

visiting the country.

Standing left to right: Victoria DeFrance — president;

Elizabeth Cherry — vice-president; Sitting: Sarah

Anderson — secretary/treasurer
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Ancient Bacchus-Worshiping Society Still Exists!

If you have a toga but don't have a toga

party to wear it to, drop by the Latin Club

where they celebrate with strippers, food,

and revelry in honor of the god Bacchus!
That's not all these girls do — they also

provide stiff competition at local and state

Latin conventions. They take tests, read

Latin, write, recite, and much more! These
girls journeyed to Hume-Fogg and Memphis,
Tennessee, where they exhibited rhetoric

and academic skills equivalent to that of

Cicero's. What else do these Latin

powerhouses do? They love to eat. They
also know how to learn and have a good
time while bathing in the luxurious culture of

the Romans.

'.-M-*:.

Front Row: Josephine Proctor — Treasurer; Jennie

Stevens — Parliamentarian; Julie Asbury — Secretary;

Back Row: Nikol Tschaepe — Vice-President; Melissa

Hampton — President; Malena Salberg — President;

Julia Harrison — Historian.

Spanish Clubbers Mourn the Demise of the Lambada

Under the leadership of fiery Mexican
Senorita, Jill Kasselberg, the Spanish club

fiesta-ed their way through a fun-filled year.

The activities began with an all-club dinner; it

was a close race between Taco Bell and 9
Point Mesa, but thanks to the members with

somewhat-weaker stomachs, 9 Point Mesa
emerged victorious. The Spanish Club also

joined forces with its next-door neighbor, the

French Club, for a cultural feast held at the

DeFrance homestead (so far, dinners seem
to be the recurring theme for this spicy

club). Not only did HH's Spanish-speaking

pupils eat, they also sponsored a greatly

appreciated Duds Day. All of the Spanish
Club members are grateful for the hard work
and dedication put forth by their new
sponsor, Ms. Dishman.

L to R: Ms. Dishman — Sponsor; Jill Kasselberg —
President; Eva Jane Rawlings — Secretary; Jasmine
Ahmadi — Vice-President; not pictured: Liza Caldwell— Treasurer.
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Angkor

Ariston
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Eccowasin
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Mu Alpha Theta
If you're blessed with both grey matter

and the ability to work like an ox, you're

probably a member of Cum Laude. The
students from each class who are in the top

twenty percent academically become
members; half are inducted during their

junior year and the others are inducted as

seniors. This year's inductees were honored
at an all-school assembly, where Ms. Myers
spoke about the importance of single-sex

education. That evening the members took a

study break to party down at Cum Laude
President Sarah Anderson's house, in

celebration of their accomplishment.

1st Row L to R: Emily Casselbury, Sarah Davis,

Karissa Schecter, Asha Anandaiah, Heather
Kirksey. 2nd Row: Emily Davis, Kate Sherrard,

Beth Johnsen, Judith Howell, Melissa Hampton,
Malena Salberg, Annie Parsons, Kara Emerson.
Not pictured: Natasha Taylor, Emily Compton,
Sarah Anderson, Betty Caplinger, Thalia Acosta.

Cum Laude
Most Honeybears know enough math to be

able to balance their checkbooks, but there

is a select group who have taken their

knowledge of the number line to new and
expert heights; they are (respectfully) known
as the Mu Alpha Thetans. You might think

that such repositories of knowledge would

be content to just sit back on their laurels

and laugh down at the common masses
struggling with imaginary numbers, or matrix

math, but you would be wrong; as

philanthropic as they are brainy, Thetans are

always ready to aid a fellow student in need
of tutoring, and for that we'd like to salute

them with a fitting cheer: (everybody join

in!) two, four, six, eight, who do we
appreciate . . . ?

1st Row L to R: Kim Wang, Thalia Acosta,

Heather Kirksey, Asha Anandaiah, Judith Howell.

2nd Row: Malena Salberg, Beth Johnsen, Laurel

Duncan, Melissa Hampton. 3rd Row: Noni

Nielsen, Emily Compton, Karissa Schecter, Emily

Davis. 4th Row: Kate Sherrard, Sarah Anderson,

Betty Caplinger, Sarah Davis, Natasha Taylor.
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La Societe Honoraire de Francais
If you think that "Ouija Board" is French

for "Yes, I have a skateboard," you're

probably not a member of La Societe

Honoraire de Francais. Members must have

a A — in French II, III, IV, or V, as well as a

B average in general. Although many HH
students take French, the group is fairly

exclusive, and it is a great honor to be a

member. Senior member Tojie DeFrance
comments, "Since I was a small child, I have
wanted nothing more than to be a member
of La Societe. It is what I have slaved and
studied for all these years. Now that my
lifetime goal is acheived, I just don't know
what to do — maybe I'll become a nun."

1st Row L to R: Appy Frenchman, Lauren Marler,

Asha Anandaiah, Emily Compton, Judith Howell;

2nd Row: Karissa Schecter, Heather Kirksey,

Torie DeFrance, Elizabeth Cherry, Betty

Caplinger; 3rd Row: Sarah Anderson, Thalia

Acosta.

Latin Honor Society

»
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Most of us know just enough Latin to be
able to figure out Little Ceasar's Pizza

Commercials, but there are a special few
among us who can actually translate that

motto on the front of Harpeth Hall

sweatshirts, "Mentem Spiritumque
Tollamus" (they say it means, "Let us lift up
the mind and spirit."). Grades are important
for getting into the Latin Honor Society, but

the Latin spirit is also a requisite. Most
members are also acitve in the non-exclusive

Latin Club, and all own their own toga (or at

least a suitible bedsheet).

1st L to R: Mab Byrd; Melissa Hampton; Maya
Narola; Melena Salberg; Mary Coulter; Varina

Buntin; Jean Davis; Nicki Hill; Sarah Oliver;

Lindsay Mallard; Rebecca Russell; Kate Terry;

Craig Weaver; Kimberly Baird; Dana Deaton;

Lizabeth Jones; Jennifer Larue; Katherine Wray.

Not Pictured: Christin Carter; Molly Cummings;
Brianne Frazier; Comer Ireland; Nancy Kim;

Lauren Melkus; Shelley Petrie; Katie Pritchitt;

Rachel Salberg; Katie Sellers; Dana Trella;

Kristine West.
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National Merit
The Class of 1992 certainly had a friend

in the National Merit Corporation last

year. With a total of nine Commendees
and six Semifinalists, all of whom became
Finalists, they beat the number of Merit

awards bestowed on the Class of 1991 by

fifteen. Two Finalists, Karissa Schecter

and Heather Kirksey, were also recipients

of scholarships from the Corporation. Of

all those recognized, some commented on

how much they enjoyed spending three

hours in the meat-locker atmosphere of

the auditorium and getting to fill in billions

of microscopic bubbles, and others said

that they preferred poring over their Orgel

flashcards, but all concurred that the very

best part of the whole experience was
seeing an actual smile on Mr. Hooper's
face.

1st Row L to R: Brooke Brown, Heather Kirksey,

Julia Harrison, Karissa Schecter. 2nd Row:
Jennifer Duck, Frances Bailey, Kara Emerson,

Betty Caplinger. 3rd Row: Kim Wang, Emily
Casselbury, Emily Davis, Amy Hamilton, Holley

Phillips.

Quill and Scroll
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The greatest thing about being an editor

or a two-year staffer of one of Harpeth Hall's

three publications (other than getting as

many pens and sheets of paper as you can
cram under your shirt and run off with) is

being a member of Quill and Scroll. The
literary honor society welcomes its new
members with a small gold-tone pin in the

form of a crossed quill and scroll that has

the initiate's job title emblazoned across the

front. When these were presented last

Awards Day, the new members discovered

that the pin truly is mightier than the sword
when violent duels broke out between
editors of the rival publications.

1st Row L to R: Annie Parsons, Karissa Schecter,

Jennifer Duck, Kara Emerson, Liz Earls. 2nd Row:

Sarah Davis, D'Anna Malone, Frances Bailey,

Emily Davis, Julia Harrison. 3rd Row: Susanna
Trabue, Emily Compton, Asha Anandaiah, Melissa

Hampton, Malena Salberg. Not pictured: Carrie

Crossman.
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Chips Patrol Spotted Autographing Newspapers

"Quality, not quantity" is the motto of the
LOGOS II staff this year. They are dedicated to

producing a quarterly chronicle of life at the
Twin-H ranch for your reading pleasure. Led by
Emily "Woodward" Davis and Karissa "Bern-
stein" Schecter, the LOGOS II editorial staff

introduced many new features to the paper:

"Dear Ponch and John", (advice straight from
the Chip's officers themselves);"Deep
Thoughts"; and "Short Cuts," a diary of Har-

peth Hall life by two vertically-challenged sen-

iors. But never fear! The old status quo still

holds true — insightful editorials and accurate
coverage of school events never ceases to

pour from the wacky LOGOS II niche across
from the Bear Lair.

Logos II

Co-editors-in-chief: Emily Davis

Karissa Schecter

News Editors: Thalia Acosta

Heather Kirksey

Features Editors: Sarah Davis

Kim Wang

Entertainment Ed Asha Anandaiah j

Opinions Editors: Emily Compton
Malena Salberg

Sports Editor: Anitha Anandaiah

Photography Ed: Mary Evelyn Brooks

Cartoon Stripper: Julia Harrison

Advisors: Ms. Laura Huff

Ms. Margaret Renkl
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Milestones Joins Over-Eaters Anonymous

Staff

Julie Asbury
Carrie Crossman
Nicole Earle

Genevieve Fitzgerald

Appy Frenchman
Melissa Hampton
Katie Moran
Sarah Phillips

Josephine Proctor

Ashley Richter

Malena Salberg

Susanna Trabue

Hey, you! If you're reading this right now, then

you are enjoying the result of months of hard

work put in by a multi-faceted (and multi-

talented) group of girls commonly known as "the

Milestoners." Many editors and staff members
this year could be heard joyously proclaiming,

"MILESTONES IS MY LIFE!" — and, indeed, it

was. Hours and hours went into selling ads, taking

pictures, drawing layouts, writing copies, and

performing a myriad of other odd jobs. Grueling

labor and missed deadlines sometimes wreaked

havoc in the lives of the editors and sponsor, and

who can deny the fact that each Milestoner

gained five pounds every Friday from binging on

delicacies such as tostadas, salsa, grapes, and

Oreos ?!? Fearless leader/sponsor Ms. Scottie

Girgus was a wonderful supporter of the

Milestones effort this year.

Editors

Administrative Editor

Business Editor

Layout Editor

Photography Editor

Darkroom Editors

Copy Editors

Senior Editors

Assistant Editor

Sponsor

Frances Bailey

D'Anna Malone
Annie Parsons
Kara Emerson

Emily Davis

Langford Barksdale
Shannon Simpson

Sarah Davis

Julia Harrison

Jennifer Duck
Liz Earls

Melissa Hampton
Scottie Girgus
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Elvis & Bigfoot Spotted With Photo Staff

Every Tuesday and Friday a select group of

girls spent hours in the photography lab slaving

over the pictures you see in this book. It's hard

work, but somebody has to do it; and these

girls also managed to have fun at the same
time. The photographers are living proof that

creativity and patience are musts to succeed in

Milestones Photography. Only a devoted few
have what it takes to spend their time trying to

make our yearbook pictures the best.

Photographers spend their free time taking

pictures and developing negatives and prints;

their work never seems to be done!

Kneeling: Mari-Kate Hopper, Marcie Allen; Standing L to R: Jessie

Zellars, Katie Moran; Darkroom Editors — Langford Barksdale and
Shannon Simpson; Leigh Wayburn, Kathy Gale Estes, Noni Nielsen;

Top Row: Beth Amond, Jessica Lovett, Julie Barrett; Not Pictured:

Darkroom Editor — Emily Davis.

Chia Pet Club
Just as the Druids have their trees, and

Californians have their crystals, this unique

club has a penchant for their Chia pets. A
modern twist in the ancient art of trompe
d'oeil, the Chia pet is a delicately modeled
terra cotta sculpture of a cuddly woodland
animal. On its back is spread a paste of alfalfa

seeds which, if diligently watered, will sprout

and give the animal the look of lush green
"fur." After school, the members cultivate,

trim, and weed their pet's fur. Chia pets, even
though they only provide limited amounts of

fun, are a great way for students to become
closer to nature and to nurture the green
thumb inside themselves. Amazingly enough,
this organic marriage of form and function is

often scorned and lumped together with such
base proletariat pastimes as Sea Monkeys, but
club members are aware of their importance to

teenagers and society.
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Students Thrive on the Marrow of Life

Penstaff

i President Beth Geddie
HALLMARKS editor Jessica Lovett

Art Editor Tricia Shalibo

Sergeant-at-Arms Etizsibeth Rochford
Sponsor M 5. Derah Myers

Every Wednesday evening at 6:30,

the members of Harpeth Hall's Dead
Poet's Society rather than gathering

in a smoke-filled cave usually meet
in someone's living room. While

meetings may begin with a conver-

sation on prom or about T.V. sit-

coms, they almost always end on
topics with a more meaningful or

philosophical note. These stimulat-

ing conversations are sparked by
stories or poems members have
brought to share. One of the faithful

attendees said of Penstaff that

"There is always something learned;

or at least the possibility is there."

Some of the original poetry shared

at these sessions is selected for pub-

lication in the annual HALLMARKS.
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Sirens Seduce Students in Auditorium

What has three parts and goes la, la, la,

la a whole lot? Give up? It's the Harpeth
Hall Chorus!! Led by a larger-than-normal

brigade of enthusiastic seniors, the Chorus
gave three stupendous performances. For

the fall concert, the group performed
melodious arrangements of several little

known folk and show tunes; at Christmas
they stuck to perky renditions of old

standards such as "Silver Bells" and "We
Need A Little Christmas." In the interests

of horizon-expanding, the spring concert
came out with a little bit of everything —
including a showstopping Lerner and Lowe
medley with the MBA choir. Appropriately,

the Chorus ended a great year by saluting

the seniors' achievements at graduation.

L to R: Ava MacKenzie, Sarah Davis, Emily Davis,

Ashley Camp, Carole Ann Trout, Yonit Adelstein,

Amanda Haslam, Thalia Acosta, Beth Geddie; not

pictured: Kara Emerson, Malena Salberg.

Kudus To Senior-Studded Chorus

Madrigals could be considered a feminine

Boyz II Men, without the grinding bass

accompaniment. The madrigals, or chamber
singers, are a select group of girls who sing

several part harmony in musical rounds a

capella. Madrigal singers are separate from the
Chorus and must audition to be part of the

group. They practice after school on Mondays
and after normal choral rehearsals, and they
perform in the choral concerts as well as on
special occasions. Lead by the ever-talented

musical diva, Tania Batson, they reached a

level of excellence that is hard to attain —
especially singing a capella style, where timing,

volume, and tone are crucial. When Ms. Batson
leaves to pursue her solo career, the singers

will, like the Boyz II Men, find it "Hard to Say
Goodbye (to Yesterday)."

1st Row L to R:Beth Geddie, Thalia Acosta, Amanda Haslam, Ashley

Camp, Mari-Kate Hopper, Kara Emerson, Holly Phillips; 2nd Row L

to R:Emily Davis, Heather Kirksey, D'Anna Malone, Ms. Tania

Batson, Mary Evelyn Brooks, Sarah Davis, Natasha Taylor; 3rd Row
L to R:Meredith Scoville, Jessie Zellars, Mab Byrd, Lauren Marler;

4th Row L to R:Malena Salberg, Yonit Adelstein, Sarah Phillips.
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Bears Seen Serving Porridge at Soup Kitchen

Key Club

President: Carrie Crossman
!

Vice President: Sarah Anderson
Secretary: Leigh Wayburn
Treasurer: Allison Sisk
Historian: Marcie Allen

!
Sergeant-at-Arms: Mollie Mills

Senior Rep: Meredith Palmer
Junior Rep: Mary Britton Thompson
Sophomore Rep: Amy Knowles
Freshman Rep: Kristin Jones
Sponsor: Ms. Louise Wills

The Harpeth Hall chapter of Key Club exists to

service community needs. The Key Club was led

through the year by the jovial, amicable, and ever-

energetic Carrie Crossman, and enthusiastic sponsor
Ms. Louise Wills. With Carrie at the helm, the year

was as enjoyable as it was action-packed. The Key-

Clubbers were instrumental in the running of events

such as the Used Book Sale, Office Help, and
Hooper Helper, as well as community services such
as Soup Kitchen, Salvation Army, and the annual

Halloween party for underprivileged children. More
than fifty percent of the student body helped with

at least one project this year, and their enthusiastic

participation proved a major help to the general

public.
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The Old Buzzard Society Feeds on Student Talent

Intense energy, enormous effort,

and dedication are the essential

ingredients of a school play that the

Playmakers magically incorporate

into each and every one of their

productions. This "club" puts on two

plays a year; during their fall musical

ANYTHING GOES, the Playmakers

dubbed themselves the "Old

Buzzard's Society," a line in the play

which immediately became the

motto of the hardworking actors and

crew. Other Playmaker activities

included group outings to other plays

and organizational meetings as well

as a spring show called RANDOM
LIVES, a series of connected
monologues and one acts from

"Talking With ...," "Impromptu,"
and "Juvie".

Bottom L to R:Vice-President — Kara Emerson,

Sponsor — Mrs. Klocko, Secretary/Treasurer —
Malena Salberg; Top Row L to R: President — Holley

Phillips, Publicity Officer — Amy Hamilton, Activity

Coordinator — Emily Casselbury.

Thirty Girls Disappear in Bizarre Spelunking Accident

This year's Science Club was revitalized by
the immeasurable enthusiasm of the co-

presidents Naomi Limor and Shelley Holmer.

Several Committees were formed to involve

the large membership in the club activities and
increase student participation. One committee
took over the duties of the extinct SAVE club,

and another was responsible for Mole Day, that

venerable Chemistry tradition. There was even
a committee formed that was called the

mysterious "fish and chicks" club which
remains a secret society to all except those
elite who attend the meetings. Also, clubbers

learned about the scientific community in

Nashville through several enlightening field

trips. One adventure required them to brave

the freezing water of a local creek to perform
tests on small protists — all in the name of

science!!

Sitting: Emily Davis — Secretary; Standing: Naomi Limor
— Co-President, Emily Casselbury — Parliamentarian,

Jennifer Farringer — Treasurer, Shelley Holmer— Co-

President; not pictured: Kim Wang — Publicity.
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Free at Last, Thank Amnesty They're Free at Last

Amnesty International is an international

organization for human rights that stands up
for people who are in jail for unjust reasons or

have been persecuted or imprisoned for

passive resistance, political beliefs or race. At

Harpeth Hall, the Amnesty members write

letters to governments that are holding these
prisoners with the idea that if enough students
write to the government, the letters will

pressure them to change their opinions and
free the innocents they are holding captive.

Besides writing letters, Amnesty members
advertise petitions for popular support so the

whole school can be involved. The Amnesty
club also educates people about the inhumane
treatment of prisoners and the widespread and
deep-rooted nature of prejudice. It truly is a

magnificent addition to HH; even here, it is

essential to remember that humans should

advocate the individual rights of themselves
and others and enforce freedom of expression

and opinion.

L to R: Amy Hamilton — Secretary, Lisa Tanley —
Treasurer. Not pictured: Emily Casselbury —

President, Amy Lowen — Vice-President, Shelley

Holmer — Publicity, Mr. Wert — Sponsor.

Young Politicans Fillibuster it Downtown

Youth in Government is a student
organization which participates in state-wide

programs sponsored by the YMCA. This year,

YIG-ers journeyed downtown for a weekend to

the Holiday Inn Crown Plaza for Model United

Nations. This event is a mock U.N. where
students propose a law which they debate and
vote on. Once again, the delegates from
Brentwood High School dominated the

weekend, but the spring held another challenge
— Youth Legislature. Youth Leg. is a four day
weekend during which high school students

from across the state take over the capitol.

Pairs of students propose bills that they hope
will be passed through congress and maybe
even signed by the youth governor. Both
experiences are based on actual organizations,

and students can learn first hand what it is like

to be a legislatures Because of the state wide

attendance, one meets new and different

people in a situation where important issues

can be discussed.

L to R: Dr. Jim Cooper — Sponsor, Jennifer Ingram —
President; Delia Hardin — Secretary, Meredith Palmer -

Vice-President, Dr. Art Echerd — Sponsor; Below: Leigh

Wayburn — Treasurer.
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Ms Student Council

Ms Student Council

President

Vice President

Sponsor

Brianne Frazier

Maggie Blair

Ms. Sally Mabry
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This year's Middle School Student Council

is a group of twenty-three vivacious,

energetic girls led by President Brianne

Frazier and Vice-President Maggie Blair. This

year's group was faced with the decision of

scheduling activities either each semester or

each month, and what did they choose?
Monthly activities, of course! The events

sponsored by the Student Coucil included

Big Sister-Little Sister, cake decorating, pep
rallies, spirit award days, a talent show, and
track cookouts. The Middle Schoolers

worked for weeks to put together a

Halloween carnival for children from the

community, and on Valentine's Day, the

students dressed up again for a couple's

contest. This year's Middle School Student
Council kept things creative.
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Middle School Angkor

Middle School Ariston
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Middle School Eccowasin

Middle School Triad
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Greenie Meanies

Greyhounds
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Middle School Mademoiselles
MS French Club

President Beverly Statland

Vice President Mary Morgan Blackburn

Secretary Kelli Dunnaway

Treasurer Sarah Benn

Activity

Coordinator Ellie Binkley

Parliamentarian Alex Osias

Sponsor Mr. Bill Lauderdale

1st Row: Mr. Lauderdale, Mary Morgan
Blackburn. 2nd Row: Sarah Benn, Ellie Binkley,

Beverly Statland. 3rd Row: Alex Osias, Kelli

Dunaway.

Little Ceasars
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MS Latin Club

President

I* Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Activity

Coordinator

Parliamentarian

Sponsors

Rachel Salberg

Shelley Petrie

Jennifer Polston

Lauren Melkus

Courtney Jones

Julie Adams

Ms. Joyce Ward
Ms. Lee Bradway

L to R: Shelley Petrie, Julie Adams, Jennifer

Polston, Lauren Melkus, Rache! Salberg,

Courtney Jones, Magistra Ward, Magistra

Bradley.
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Future Poet Laureates of America

TO SIJCCESS
% Although the Harpeth Hall Upper School has

always had Hallmarks to express its creative

talents, the Middle School, for many years, has
lacked a literary magazine of its own. The
writing talent of the Middle School had been
pushed underground, and the whole school was
missing something really special. Now with the

help of Ms. Girgus, the Middle Schoolers are

producing a creative magazine to showcase
their own talents. The magazine, WHISPERS OF
THE HALL is published at the end of each year,

and includes poems, stories, and writings

submitted by creative sixth, seventh, and
eighth graders. It promises to be a thrilling

thing to read!

1st Row L to R: Lola Blackwell, Anne Elizabeth

Mcintosh, Beverly Statland. 2nd Row: Schuyler
Fleming, Holly Meadows, Colleen Coffey, Elizabeth

Hardcastle. 3rd Row: Amy Meadows, Leslie

Freeman, Anna McPeak, Nicole Hood.

Future Pulitzer Prize Winners of America
The Middle School newspaper, the CUB
CHRONICLE, produced a multitude of

interesting articles last year. The paper was
churned out by an enthusiastic and diligent

staff, headed by Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh, and
sponsored by Ms. Scottie Girgus. Using the

school's computers and their very own intuitive

minds, the staff produced four hot editions of

the CHRONICLE. The paper served its purpose
admirably, keeping the readers amused with

fun features such as a "Baby Face" contest, as

well as providing more serious articles for

inquiring minds.

'Hmrnrnrnrnmrnmmrnmm .
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Innocent Middle Schoolers Get Hooked on Phonics

The Middle School Book Clubs, formed last

year, help girls who are in love with reading

discuss this obsession. Girls meet once a week
to probe the meaning of current fiction. These
clubs enable students to enrich their peers

while they are exposed to many new and
exciting books. This club may seem more like

torture than pleasure to those of us who read

half a summer reading book a year, but it

really does give Middle Schoolers a chance to

appreciate literature.

1st Row L to R: Nancy Kim, Anne Elizabeth

Mcintosh, Beverly Statland, Lane Embree. 2nd Row:
Sarah Nanney, Holly Meadows, Beth Hardcastle,

Dolly Devgan. 3rd Row: Alissa Swearingen, Cat
Ward, Allison Brown, Penny Anderson, Anna

McPeak, Amy Meadows.

"Cafe de Danse"
An exciting addition this year to the already

extensive dance program at Harpeth Hall was
the Middle School Dance Club. Sponsored by
Ms. Leslie Matthews, this organization was
founded for Middle Schoolers who are not in

the "bigger" dance clubs. These dedicated girls

meet every Thursday of the first semester in

the Cafeteria to work on Jazz and Modern
combinations, and each week a new routine

was created and performed. Often unusual
props such as scarves and capes made the

afternoon even more exciting. One enthused
participant said, "It's a great idea and was a

fun way to get involved with dance. I think it

will grow with time and become better."
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THE HALL TELLS ALL
SPORTS

My underwater battle

for life — fighting a

savage 4-ton monstei

'sportsmen' slaughter

animals - and its

here in Amenta!



Upper School Soccer

At first glance, it might be difficult to

figure out what the words forward, full

back, and sweeper have in common
with Harpeth Hall; however, all of these
terms refer to soccer - a sport which
no one knows better that HH's own
soccer team! This 1991 season, the
Harpeth Hall team kicked their way to

victory under the coaching and
guidance of soccer "Wiz" Kathy
Wieczerza, and her lovely assistant

Kathy Boehm. Through tough practices

and workouts, the team bonded
together and were able to face their

opponents as a group. The team was
pushed to the limit in practices,

encouraged to work as a team, and
supported and incited by their fiery

coaches; the result was prowess,
confidence, and victory.

Wins 5

Losses 9

Ties 2

Region First Team Mary Brooke Akers

Region Second Team Noni Nielsen

Mary Britton Thompson
Judith Howell

Honorable Mention Kate Sherrard
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Middle School Soccer

MS Soccer

Wins

Losses

Expert coach Mr. Tad Wert commented,
"Our season only lasts six weeks, so it is

very difficult to build a team that works well

together in that unit of time. This year we
began as a group of kids that ranged from
several who had never played before to

others who were quite skilled. I am proud of

the fact that by the end of the season, we
were playing with a high level of proficiency,

confidence, and aggression on the field." In

spite of the fact that during the tournament
six out of the eleven starters were out with

the flu, the girls who did play gave it full

effort. Although the teams actual losses

outnumbered their wins, they still did a great
job. With perky attitudes and nimble feet,

what more would you expect from a

Honeycub?
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Upper School Cross Country

The Cross Country Team ran

into an unbelievable season this

year. The team of 14 girls won
both the district and the

regional tournaments. The
cross-country team crossed
their final finish line by placing

second in state. This wonderous
team was coached by the

intrepid Ms. Susan Russ. Three
superstar seniors — Annie
Parsons, Jennifer Farringer, and
Lisa Tanley — led this year's

team. These three gave the rest

of the team support and
encouragement when times

were tough — which can be
pretty often where cross

country is concerned. New faces

and new feet will replace these
senior stars, but they will not be
forgotten. Their excellent

leadership and a winning season
made cross country — if you
can believe it — fun!

US Cross Country

First in Gallatin

Second in Ft. Campbell

First in District

First in Region

Second in State

All Metro

Metro Runner
of the Year

Jennifer Farringer

Tiffany Gaston
Lindsey Orcutt

Annie Parsons

Lindsey Orcutt
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Middle School Cross Country

The Middle School Cross Country
team, victorious at all but one of its six

meets, concluded the season as the
HVAC Champion. This exceptional feat

"was not because of one individual, but

because of the individual efforts of the

whole team," according to Coach Amy
Sebes. A highlight of the season oc-

curred with the defeat of the team's
nemesis — Ensworth. Cristin Carter

was the team's most improved runner;

Amy Enders was its MVP; and Jennifer

Kain was given the team spirit award.
Each of the 25 runners improved her

time over the season, a season which
proved to be a triumph as well as a

tribute to Coach Sebes who, unfortu-

nately, is leaving Harpeth Hall this

year.

MS Cross Country

Most Valuable Player Amy Enders

Most Improved Player Cristin Carter

Team Spirit Award Jennifer Kain

HVAC Tournament First Place

Overall Record 5-1
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Upper School Varsity Volleyball

According to coach Pat Moran, the
team fulfilled her expectations — and
then some! The girls played extremely
well together under the leadership of

the six seniors, and the team won more
matches than any other team in

Harpeth Hall's history. They won a total

of fifty-two matches and were the first

team to go to the final round of the
state championship. The varsity team
was also the first HH team to go to the
state tournament since 1985. The
Seniors distinguished themselves
especially. Shelley Carmichael made all-

state team, and she, Betty Caplinger,

and Missy McKeand made all-region.

Betty and Shelley also made all-district,

and Betty won the MVP award for all-

region tournaments. Although new stars

will appear next year, the seniors will

truly be missed.

Upper School Volleyball

Second in District

First in Region

Second in State

Overall Record 52 Wins
6 Losses

All District Betty Caplinger

Shelley Carmichael

All Region Shelley Carmichael

MVP in Region Betty Caplinger

All State Shelley Carmichael
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Freshman Volleyball

What? A separate team for Freshmen?
They sure must be good! These dedicated

Freshmen are unquestionably awesome
players, but by playing alone, they are

perfecting their skills, attitude, and
confidence in a close, friendly, and
partially competitive atmosphere while

they await the big leagues of Varsity

sports. These Freshman volleyball players

served, bumped, and set their way to

third place in the league despite a heart-

breaking, three-game loss to Brentwood
High School. Scores of parents, Ms.

Felkel, and a lone junior watched these

dedicated, hard-working players train.

Undoubtedly, they will prove real assets to

the varsity team next year.

Freshman Volleyball

Overall Record

Third in Metro

22 Wins
6 Losses
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Middle School Volleyball

The Middle School Volleyball team "served"

up un-"match"-ed excitement this season!

Coached by Ms. Burr and led by captain Comer
Ireland and co-captain Rachel Salberg, this

team was "set" for victory. Ireland and Salberg

helped to "carry" the team into second place

overall for the season. Driven by hopes of

"bumping" into first place in the tournament,
these fifteen girls were "spiked" to play! But

for all their adrenaline, they were unable to

defeat Brentwood Middle, and the team fin-

ished second in the tourney. With such an ex-

ceptional season, these girls were quite a

"hit."
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MS Volleyball

Second in Season

Second in Tournament

All Tournament Comer Ireland

Rachel Salberg
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Golf

Under the careful insruction

of Ms. Nan Reed, Leigh Wayburn
and Linden Wiesman swung the

golf season into action, winning

all of their primary matches.
These two girls putted their way
to becoming champions of the

District, Region, and State

Tournaments. Linden placed 1st

in the District and Region, while

Leigh came home 4th in the

District and and 2nd in the

Region. Senior player Leigh

Wayburn stated that Ms. Reed is

"a fabulous golfer and an

excellent coach." She also said

that she loved playing golf for

Harpeth Hall and will miss

playing for this small but mighty
team next year.

Golf

First in District

First in Region

First in State

District First — Linden Wiesman
Fourth -- Leigh Wayburn

Region First — Linden Wiesman
Second -- Leigh Wayburn
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Varsity Basketball

It was an emotional season for the Varsity

Basketball team, as many of their most
esteemed players were seniors. The team
will sorely miss them next year, but they are

still in good shape as many of the

underclasswomen, particularly Katherine

Wray, have shown themselves to be

incredible players. Even on paper, their '91-

'92 season looks good, but for those who
were able to attend their games, the season

was one of the most exciting ever. Both

their faithful fans and coach Tony Springman
are highly optimistic about the team's

chances for success in the upcoming season.

Varsity Basketball

Wins 16

Losses 12

All District Katherine Wray

All Metro Katherine Wray

Honorable Mention (Metro) Kate Sherrard

Fourth in District

Reached quarter fi nals in Region
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Junior Varsity Basketball

The Junior Varsity basketball team
dribbled their way to the top this

season. The spirited and diligent

team was made up of freshmen and
sophomores. The team was coached
Dy Tony "Mr. Encouragement"
Springman. They collected a total of

310 points during the whole season;

Vlary Creagh was the top scorer with

79 points. The girls travelled to

"hattanooga where they spent time

sating, goofing-off, getting to know
sach other, and even playing some
Dasketball. As the season progressed,

the team pulled together and
surpassed their wildest expectations.

US JV Basketball

Wins 2

Losses 11
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Middle School Basketball

Being a tall Middle Schooler is not all fun

and games. Finding clothes isn't easy, and
neither is finding a middle school boy to look

up to — literally. But being vertically

endowed has its advantages during

basketball season, and these towering

Honeycubs, along with a few of their more
down-to-earth camarades, made for a

formidable team. Coached by Phil Hooper,

they completed the winter with a solid

winning record. Among the season's

highlights were an overtime shot at the

buzzer to beat BGA in the regular season,

and a last-second basket to defeat BGA
again and capture fourth place in the HVAC
tournament. Working as a cohesive group,

these cubs brought the Middle School

basketball program to new "heights" this

year.

MS Basketball

Wins 9

Losses 8

Most
Valuable> Player Kristine West

Most
Improved Player Catherine Workman

HVAC
regular season 4

HVAC Tournament 4
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Sixth-Grade Basketball Team

Sixth Grade Basketball

Third in St. Paul's Tournament

Overall Record 4 Wins
5 Losses

It was an exciting year for the

sixth-grade basketball team and a

suspenseful one for their fans. The
team started the season with Miller

Greathouse, Janine Peterson, Anne
Nicholas Weiss, Terri Beuerlein, Kim
Allen, Carolyn Finch, and Katie

Sulkowski, but Sulkowski

unfortunately broke a finger and the

team was reduced to only six

players. Thanks to recruit Haley

Rumore, the team was able to

continue playing. Sulkowski had
healed well enough to be able to

return to the ranks for the last game,
and with her help, the team beat

David Lipscomb 26-30, in overtime.

This smashing victory placed the

persevering team in third place!
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Swimming

Swim Team

Wins Father Ryan
Brentwood High

Gallatin

Hillwood

Hume Fogg

Record in 500 free Sara
Brown

Record in 100 breast Karen
Williams

Third in Middle-Tenn. Champ.

First in Tenn. State

(swimming and diving)

One diver Dana Deaton

Third in State (single sex)

Ninth in State (co-ed)

Last winter, you may have noticed a

classmate wafting a thick chlorine aroma
that might be mistaken for Liz Taylor's

newest perfume. This classmate could've

belonged in one of two categories; she
could've been an escapee from Mr.

Seller's periodic table, or she could've

been part of the elite amphibious group
known as the "Bearaccudas". That's right:

BEARaccudas! Led by Trish "the Fish"

Petrie, these goggle-wearin', Speedo-
sportin' jocks o' the water headed down
to the Sportsplex from 6:30 to 8:00 every
day during their season (and there are

rumors that a few of them still can't

break the habit). They not only risked

pneumonia while walking the miles of

terrain to their cars with wet hair, but

also missed out on prime-time T.V.(talk

about devotion!). But the job does have
its perks; as Senior Carrie Crossman
commented, "Gosh, I wish I was on the

team, just to get one of those sexy swim
caps. I could turn many a head with that

on!"

*
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Riflery

For the members of Harpeth Hall's Riflery

earn, happiness is a warm gun. Armed with

12 caliber rifles, these sound-tolerant

'omen are given forty-nine minutes to shoot
ne target in each of the four positions:

rone, sitting, kneeling, and standing. Led by
flemen Bob Van Cleave and Ed Stevens,

nese female terminators shot the bullseye

lore often than not. As one riflewoman
ptly puts it, "It takes a high pain threshold

d do riflery; your hand falls asleep, you
reak a few blood vessels in your arm, and
ou get bruises on your hips, but, hey!, it's

'orth it!"

Riflery

Third in first match

Second in second rrw3tch

Third in third match

j
Fourth n YIC League
Championships

Third in YIC Tricia Bryan

Fourth in State Team

Fourth in State Eva Rawlings
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Upper School Track

US Track

A, AA State Champions

First in Region

Second in Midsouth Classic

Third in Optimist Relays

Third in Banner Relays

Undefeated in Dual Meets

Pentathalon Lindsey Orcutt,

First

Kate Terry, Third

The theme of the 1992 Track Team
certainly sums up the sprirt behind

their stellar season: "To achieve all that

is possible we must attempt the

impossible, to be as much as we can be

we must dream of being more." Sound
like hard work? Well, it definitely was,

but the team managed to have their

share of fun as well. One March
practice was interrupted by a wild

water balloon war; afterwards, the

drenched soldiers refuelled with cookies

and popsicles that were thoughtfully

provided by the senior runners.

Coaches Russ and Boehm would
doubtlessly love to have the same team
for next year, and they always will, as

only three members of the team were
Seniors. Although the Seniors were
highly valued team members, the talent

already being evidenced by the

underclasswomen seems to portend
great things for the future of the team.
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Middle School Track

MS Track Results in HVAC Championships

1st and record Nancy Kim, Anne Elizabeth Mcintosh
in 4x800 (relay) Cristin Carter, Amy Enders

1st in 4x100 Karen Rau, Robin Queen,
Jennifer Kain, Ellie Binkley

1st in 400 Kristine West

2nd in 4x200 Karen Rau, Robin Queen,
Jennifer Kain, Ellie Binkley

2nd in 4x400 Sukey Tulley, Robin Queen,
Katie Stewart, Karen Rau

2nd in long jump Kristine West

3rd in 1600 Amy Enders

3rd in 200 Kristine West

3rd in shot put Kristine West

5th in hurdles AK Dettwiller

6th in 100 Jennifer Kane

6th in hurdles Sukey Tully

The 1992 Middle School Track
Team was one of the most
talented this school has ever seen.

The girls worked hard and played

hard, and their success in meets
was sweetened even further by the

fact that every participant had a

great time. Coaches Malone and
O'Neal were always ready to push
one of their athletes to work
harder in workouts or to give

encouragement and reassurance

to anyone who got discouraged.

Their hard work and enthusiasm
certainly paid off at the HVAC
Championship Meet, where one
relay team broke an HVAC record,

and there were seven top three

finishes. The team certainly proved
to everyone that talent and
perseverance are every bit as

important as experience, and there

is no doubt that these girls will

someday prove a valuable asset to

the Upper School track program.
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Softball

US Softball

Overall Record

All District

4 Wins
13 Losses

Shay Upadhyaya

Last year's Softball Team certainly had
a hard row to hoe. With only three seniors

and three juniors, the team was
predominantly young and inexperienced.

Although they never really hit their stride,

they had improved vastly by the end of

the season; in playing repeat opponents,
their margins of defeat improved
remarkably over their first meeting. The
team was particularly plagued by a string

of spectacular accidents and injuries.

During a practice, Co-Coach Hooper's Iron

Man batting style claimed another victim

when the ball collided with, and broke
Lauren Marler's nose, while Jean Ellen

Waugh was thrown through the air when a

girl running to first base didn't brake in

time. If they can manage to get some sort

of supernatural protection against

catastrophe, this team will go far.
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Middle School Softball

MS Softball

Overall Record 3 Wins
4 Losses

Most
Valuable Player

Lee Crabtree

Most Improved Player

Elizabeth Griggs

The 1992 softball season was a

memorable one, especially since it was
Ms. Nancy Duvier's last year as coach
before retiring. Everyone's enthusiasm and
desire to make her last year a great one
kept spirits high. The eighth grade showed
strong leadership to the younger members
of the team. The highlight of the season
was a spectacular win against Ensworth;
Honeycubs have never before scored so
many runs against this formidable rival.

Co-coach Burr said it for everyone —
"The season was just too short!"
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Upper School Tennis

The Harpeth Hall 1992 Varsity

Tennis team had a spectacular

season this year. Wacky they

weren't, but wack they could! Ms.

Moran led her team to unequaled
victory, winning six out of eight

matches. Upsetting four separate

schools (USN, St. Cecelia,

Hilsboro, and Hillwood), the team
won all its district matches. Also,

they placed second in the Rotary

Tournament in Chattanooga, losing

to GPS by a mere three points,

and ended up third in the home-
based Chadwell tournament.

Coach Moran said that "We had a

good season, considering we had
to rebuild a great deal. We've
made a giant step this year."

Rising Seniors Courtney Cooper,
Stephanie Smart, and Julianne

Lagasse possess strong skills and
leadership that will be useful in

future seasons.
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Middle School Tennis

MS Tennis

Overall Record 5 Wins

2 Losses

HVAC Third Place

HVAC Undefeated
Doubles Jenny Bracewell

McLean Johnston

Most
Valuable Players Jenny Bracewell

McLean Johnston
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The Middle School Tennis team had a

really successful year. Ms. Reed and
Ms. Patty did a great job coaching the

team. The girls on the team were really

"aces"; they were enthusiastic, and
one could say that they sure do "love"

the game. They also had a lot of fun.

Some players even liked their uniforms.

There were eleven team members, but

only seven could play per match; the

other four sometimes got to play, but

their scores didn't count. The only bad
part about the season is that it rained a

lot and on rainy days the team had to

run up and down, and up and down, in

the halls of the Upper School. Still, it

was a great season!
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Cheerleaders Defy Gravity

Spirit is the name. Basketball is the game.
The Harpeth Hall cheerleaders began
practicing as early as last summer when
they attended a physically demanding
cheerleading camp and emerged as a

cohesive squad bursting with energy. They
are known for their smiling faces, pre-game
treats, and always surprising signs

advertising the next basketball game.
However, Harpeth Hall and every other

school in the Nashville area must admit that

our cheering "Honeys" are most famous for

their BOOTIE battle cry. The school is now
left on the edge of its seat anxiously awaiting

the return of the cheerleaders, "BOOTIES"
and all.

Cheerleaders levitate as Earth's magnetic poles reverse.
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Middle School Cheerleaders

Middle Schoolers are known for their

boundless energy and spirit. The
cheerleading squad certainly proved this

true. Members Ashley Erwin, Rachel

Winstead, Schuyler Fleming, Becky Bullock,

Holly Meadows, and Leslie Freeman let

Nashville know that honeybears, although

adorable, know how to growl. They attended
all the games with smiling faces, clean

uniforms, and loud voices, ready to vocally

and physically support Harpeth Hall Middle

School sports players in their search for

victory. In shape and excited, these small

but mighty honeycubs are beyond
impressive; these young women will be
exciting additions to the Upper School
squad!!
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Awards

Idanelle McMurry Award
Head's Award

Director's Award

D.A.R. Award
Elizabeth Pope Evans Award

Cum Laude Award
Senior Spirit Award
Junior Spirit Award
Sophomore Spirit Award
Freshman Spirit Award
Key Club Award
English Award
Susan S. Souby Award
Poet Laureate Award
American History Award
Pickens Science Award
Math Award
Lucie Fountain French Award
Spanish Award
Espiritu Espanol Award
Outstanding Chorus Member
Best Actress — Musical

Best Actress — Drama
Best Supporting Actress

Best Chorus Member
Best Tech
Spirit of Dance Award
Honor Dancer Award
Art II Award
Mamie Sheridan Award
Cindy Crist Art Purchase Award
Wellesley Book Award
Sewanee Book Award
Yale Book Award
University of Pennsylvania Book Award
Jefferson Book Award
Randolph Macon Book Award
Club Song Winner

D'Anna Malone
Emily Davis

Sarah Davis

Frances Bailey

Kathy Gale Estes

Shelley Carmichael
Sarah Anderson
Betty Caplinger

Emily Casselbury
Heather Kirksey

Karissa Schecter
Yoko Ichikawa

Amanda Haslam
Mary Wallace Patrick

Holly Whetsell

Mary Hunt Martin

Carrie Crossman
Heather Kirksey

Beth Osgood
Joelle Herr

Heather Kirksey

Heather Kirksey

Karissa Schecter
Karissa Schecter
Maya Narula

Jennifer Spinella

Ashley Camp
Kara Emerson
Julia Harrison

Holley Phillips

Sarah Phillips

Jill Kasselberg
Naomi Limor
Tracey Robinson
Lindsey Orcutt
Tricia Shalibo

Langford Barksdale
Kate Sherrard
Judith Howell

Emily Compton
Noni Nielsen

Anne Bartholomew
Anna Ruth Brown
Angkor
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College Choices

Thalia Acosta University of Mari-Kate Hopper Southern Methodist

Pennsylvania University

Marcie Allen Rhodes College Yoko Ichikawa Wesleyan University

Beth Amond University of Tennessee Jennifer Ingram University of

Anitha Anandaiah Tulane University Tennessee

Sarah Anderson Northwestern Jill Kasselberg Hollins College

University Heather Kirksey Rice University

Charlotte Avant Columbia University Naomi Limor Brandeis University

Frances Bailey Davidson College Jessica Lovett Southern Illinois

Langford Barksdale University of University

Georgia Ava MacKenzie Eckerd College

Clare Beard Miami University D'Anna Malone Centre College

Amy Brooks Rhodes College Ginna Maxwell Rhodes College

Mary Evelyn Brooks Indiana University Missy McKeand Miami University

Brooke Brown Cornell University Beth Osgood Loyola of Chicago

Liza Caldwell University of Mississippi Meredith Palmer Tulane University

Ashley Camp Auburn University Annie Parsons Davidson College

Betty Caplinger University of North Holley Phillips Hendrix College

Carolina Tracey Robinson University of

Shelley Carmichael Miami University Georgia

Emily Casselbury Oberlin Elizabeth Rochford University of

Elizabeth Cherry University of Georgia Alabama
Carrie Crossman Kenyon Karissa Schecter Harvard University

Emily Davis Notre Dame Tricia Shalibo Hollins College

Sarah Davis Notre Dame Shannon Simpson Rhodes College

Heather Deaton Birmingham Allison Sisk Boston University

Southern Lisa Tanley Lehigh University

Victoria DeFrance University of Natasha Taylor Yale University

Vermont Rosalind Teal Gettysburg College

Jennifer Duck Franklin and Marshall Nikol Tschaepe Boston University

Liz Earls DePauw University Carrie Van Derveer University of

Kara Emerson Boston College Alabama
Kathy Gale Estes Sewanee Kim Wang Northwestern University

Jennifer Farringer Rhodes College Jean Ellen Waugh College of

Beth Geddie College of Charleston Charleston

Amy Hamilton Connecticut College Leigh Wayburn Bucknell

Delia Hardin Davidson College Lellyett Wentworth James Madison
Julia Harrison Macalester University

Amanda Haslam DePauw University Michele West University of Tennessee

Joelle Herr University of Richmond Nancy Wright DePauw University
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THE HALL TELLS ALL

SECRET
DfNflHETHOD builds

Bigger, more powerful

Muscles in seven days!

GUARANTEED TO WORK
'FREE Booklet With Photos" COLLA

LOVE? SUCCESS? ROMANCE?
What holds in

YOUR FUTURE?
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VOODOO
OCCULT DOLLS
GIVES YOU IMMEDIATE RESULT

In th« Tradition of OCCULT
VOODOO RITUALS OF AFRICA!

& HAITI

.

QQLLS ft SPELLS I

to gain POWER • LOVE ; LUCK
and BIG MONEY!

rfect fit for every foot. .

.~™

with TWO fully adjustable

JEVl/fiVE LEATHER buckle

11099
^^reg. $28-99

Cushiony insole and 1%'

covered wedge

Colors: CAMEU57,
WHTrE-#26,BEIGE-#51

&BLACK4M0.

Durable cushioned

crepe sole.

Complete range of^
full and half sizes:

6-10, UN;
5-10, 11 M;
6-9, 10W.

FREE CATALOG with order

phis $2 BONUS COUPON

MADEINU.S.A.
9"donnextordH

HOME DELIVERY
Units from $199

PSYCHIC
predictions!
Now you too can experience the Astonishing
Accuracy of the world's most gifted psychics!

Discover YOUR Destiny! Ask About
LOVE • SUCCESS • MONEY
LIVE ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR QUESTIONS!

Amazing

Live Pel

Seahorses

Sent

Air

! ALL KITS include sea-

|

mix, food & instructions for raising

these fascinating pets, see Father Sea-

I

horse give birth to cute seaponies.

Relaxing, educational hobby for the en-

tire family. Order Kit A: One mated pair

plus one pregnant papa (will give birth

up to 20 ponies) only $12.95 + 2.00

Lose Weight

1

CALL FOR
FREE

CATALOGStrongest

Diet Aids, Stimulants]

& Ephedrine products

available without prescription

MAKES YOU

ALMOST 2"

TALLER

Looks just like an ordinary shoe,

except hidden inside is an innermold
which increases your height almost
two inches. Choose from a wide
selection ofELEVATORS8 including

dress shoes, boots, sport shoes and
casuals. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Exceptionally comfortable. Call or

write today for your FREE color

catalog so you can look taller in no
time. "MD. RESID.CALL30I-463-SI11-

TOLL FREE 1-800-3433810

ELEVATORS'
RICHLEE SHOE COMPANY, C^pt. NE22I
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" You give much and know not that you give at all

"

We love you, Sarah!

Mom, Dad, Anna Gray, Walter

' * &

Reach high, for stars Me hidden
in your soul. Dream deep, for
euery dream precedes the goal.

U ii u II Starr

For Amanda Meredith Haslarn
IDith Congratulations, Pride, and Loue

The F fl M .

Mom, Dad, Dauid, and Michael

Anderson/Haslam 217



Baby, baby...

There's just no

stopping you now!

We love you,

Elizabeth. Go for it!

Mom and Dad

218 Rochford



We'll miss you, Ginna!
Don't stay gone too long.

Love Mom, Dad, and Kemp 5C-^~

Boo

WaWa

<(

A"
Au;a

Asia

Congratulations and loue from all of usl

Scott, Pat, Tory and Ian

Mama and Daddy

Mark and Amy

Rob, Lee Anne, William, and Robert

Mandy, too

Maxwell/lchikawa/MacKenzie 219



WAY TO GO JO!

., -- - --. :

Ttt. I

LOVE YOU !

MOM, DAD, AND THERESA

220 Herr
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CONGRATULATIONS KATIE!

Keep on glowing -

Keep on growing -

Keep on going strong ! !

We love you and are so proud of you !

Mom, Dad, and Denton

222 Hopper



T RACEY

CONGRATULATIONS

and

MUCH LOVE

MAMA, DADDY, EVE, AND BAILEY

Robinson 223



Conaralulaiiom, Tasha!

'e love youIf

224 Taylor



"Miss Pink''

IJou are the greatest 1
.

We have, been blessed with a wonderful daughter and sister.

WE LOVE yOU!

Bad and JCatfiy

Mike, Olivia, and Garrett

Carmichael 225



CARRIE

How many slices in a bread?

Depends on how thin you cut it.

How much good inside a day?

Depends on how good you live 'em.

How much love inside a friend?

Depends on how much you give 'em.

Shel Silverstein

226 Crossman
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Jennifer

$ You light up our Hues

Congratulations

Mom, Dad, John, Robert

Farringer 227



You've Played Hard You've, Periled Hard

And...

You've stopped to

smell the flowers

BHHHHi

You've Worked Hard

e re J roud o

.OVE

AOA.DAD
R

and

228 Barksdale



Thanks for the joy and sunshine you brought into our lives, Leigh.

We're very proud of you. Good luck.

Love Mom, Dad, and Chris

Wayburn 229



Congratulations . . . Great Finish!

You can only possess

what you

experience . . .

May all your

possessions be

treasures of the heart.

Love, Mom and Dad

230 Lovett



SHEli BELL

Sweet and Jouqh

Determined and SiXCy

Always shqhtly

irreverent.

Stay the ivau you are!

I * 1

.

THINKS FOR
the joy

yOU BRING
JO OUR LIMES.

wf Lowe youi

Mom , Jack , Mike

H i mi and fius

';

Carmichael 231



nov this is not the end.

it is not even the beginning of the end

But it is perhaps the end of the beginning.

Unurcnill

SHANNON

1982 1992

iXeep your eyes

forward

V/nal lies ahead

is your

mogni

y

icient future!

H. Ha,7es

2002

VE ARE 50 PROUD OF YOU AND

LOVE YOU 50 VERY AUCH
GO SEE THE VORLD, PRECIOUS DAUGHTER.

LOVE AOA AND DAD

232 Simpson



©ngratulattons

from

©m g Dad, and

ozao

sool

Beth!

You will always be

WONDERFUL!

Love

&

Joy

&

All life

has!

Mom,

Dad,

Jane,

Winky,

Peter,

&

Charles

Look out world

Here she comes!

Cherry/Osgood 233
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May you achieue

Your highest goals

And may your future bring

Happiness as well as success

And the best of everything.

We love you always! Mom, Dad, Josie, Joshua,

Grandma, Grandpa, 5aba and Sabta

I|C3F J9 S^H

^dT ^^S^fe^iiXi 1

KATHY GALE ESTES

is

"Top billing"

CONGRATULATIONS

Muriel and Tandy Rice

Limor/Estes 235



4

Congratulations to the Class of 1992!

We love you Annie!

Mom, Dad, Sarah, Catherine, and Will

236 Parsons



Stick 'em out and be somebody, Bug

Peering into the future,

Building on the past

WkJk

Congratulations!

Mom, Dad and the Boys

Casselbury/Camp/Van Derveer 237



'Dream

Create

Enjoy Life

Tlom and Dad

238 Harrison



* THE PROPHET*
BY KAHUL GIBRAN

and a woman who held a babe against her

./A. bosom said, Speak to us of Children.

And he said:

Your children are not your children.

They are the sons and daughters of Life's

longing for itself.

They come through you but not from you,

And though they are with you, yet they be-

long not to you.

You may give them your love but not your

thoughts.

For they have their own thoughts.

You may house their bodies but not their

souls,

For their souls dwell in the house of tomor-

row, which you cannot visit, not even in your

dreams.

JKP*' -*£>*'' -re

Amond 239



JILL
You're on your uuay non>.

The joy you haue brought us is indescribable.

Your accomplishments are out-shined only by the sparkle in your

eyes, the smile on your face, and your good heart.

We're so proud of all your accomplishments, but more importantly,

we're proud of you.

We'll miss our "Jilli - Bean" next year.

We loue you.

Mom, Bernie, and Douglas

75

fcr
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Jill

Congratulations!

We're proud of you and we love you.

Gammy and Peepsie

Special Grandchild

Name Unknown

Dear Little Grandchild

Name Unknown
We love you deeply

Even unborn
Will you have blue eyes

They could be brown I

Dear Little Grandchild

Yet unborn
We anticipate your coming

Will your hair curl

Are you a girl or maybe a boy

Either one - you'll be a joy I

Dear Little Grandchild

Name unknown

It does not matter
What color your eyes

We don't care the

Hue of your hairl

Dear Little Grandchild

Yet unborn
We pray God's blessing

On your 1 i fe

Make your body straight 6 lithe

Grow your mind aright I

Dear Little Grandchild
Special One

Suprise from God

The Holy One

We love - even now

Blessed Grandchild '- yet unknown I

Gladys Ma lone

February - 1974

D'Anna

I have always loved you

Grandmother

Congratulations

Shannon and Marcie

From a Friend

Kasselberg/Malone/Allen 241



Let's Celebrate!

We Love You Tricia

Mother, Kay and Mere

1

Nyp ^aoij

liU

!Keep Smiling!

Congratulations Kara!

We love you!

Mom
Dad

Brian

and Michael

* i

242 Shalibo/Emerson



Congratulations D'Annal

#** **

^4

*

**.

We are proud of you.

Mama, Daddy, David,

Dawn and Stan

Malone 243



Congratulations Heather!

Remember the Love!!!

Missy and Dana

>

244 Deaton



We are so proud of uou

5

P^^ ^i^w

wH

%^r %
-

1^ \
J

j

Pit x/
if

1 -> 'l

1

k Vn
Love,

Horn and Dcwt

Deaton 245



"THE DAVI"
Congratulations
Sarah and Emily

We love you!

Mom, Dad, and Allison

246 Davis



Congratulations!

We Love You!

Mom and Robert

I loue you, Nikol.

Mom

"This is the art of courage: to see things as they are and still believe

that the victory lies not with those who avoid the bad, but those who
taste, in living awareness, every drop of the good."

--Uictoria Lincoln

All our loue, Mom and Bill

Duck/Tschaepe/Caplinger 247



Beth,

Continue to see the

humor in life

Congratulations.

Love Always,

Dad, Mom and Clark

248 Geddie
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Aom, Dad, and Lee

250 Teal



The beginning is the most important part of the work.

Plato

T

T

••-.""

This bridge will only take you halfway there

To those mysterious lands you long to see

Through gypsy camps and swirling Arab fairs

And moonlit woods where unicorns run free.

So come and walk awhile with me and share
The twisting trails and wondrous worlds I've known.

But this bridge will only take you halfway there—
The last few steps you'll have to take alone.

S. Silverstein

-» #,&• • ~..

SAEA

LOVE,
non, »*ad

&
MLANDON

Schecter 251



CONGRATULATIONS TORIE
MUCH LOL^E

MUMMY, DADDY, 5AMANTHA, AND TIFFANY

252 DeFrance



Fried Ham Forever!

Congratulations To The Awesome Troop Of 199

From Your Fearless Leaders

Bailey/Anderson/DeFrance 253
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Congratulations Liza!

LUith loue

Mother and Daddy

Ashley, Barry, Wentiuorth

Steeple, Lila John and

Maggie

254 Caldwell
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The Harpeth Hall School ^ pleased to place the name of yo

daughter, FiaiUJ 6\tdLu*} B&Ookj

on the list of applicants to entei the w
i td

fall oi !
tf ad hi Januan i f that year, we vwll notih yon oi

date for entrance testing, .titer which hci qua fications for entrai

will be civen careful consideration. m ,

£

Date /Xf8'7Y 7s

111k

*

J

mi

mm
if^vi. steed the test 0m£ij$\az

40

^fppn l

. , m l

,\v-vtr. :.
.

.

;

...•. ,.

1

.

\'<v> i
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Brooke
".Afoot and Light hearted, 1 take to the open road,

Healthy, free, the world before me.
The Dong brown path before me leadina wherever I choose."

We tot>e you,

DacC, Mom anct Sara

Brown 257
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To laugh often and much
To win the respect of intelligent people and affection of children

To earn the appreciation of honest critics

and endure the betrayal of false friends;

To appreciate beauty, to find the best in others

To have the world a bit better...

To know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived.

This is to have succeeded.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Congratulations on your success, Frances;

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Shelby

258 Bailey



Princess

Tlom, Dad,Katie, and Buster

Tak© A B

L©v© and Best Wishes

Sheeba Food's Find-A-Pal Club
MARS. 236-637 Captain of

Federation Starship seeks

green-blooded alien for

sidekick. Pointy ears, big

vocabulary a plus.

TN. 464-234 Nashvegas
woman seeks clean-livin',

hard drivin', clean-scrubbed

man for company at

amusement parks. No one
who has trouble keeping

down six hotdogs, three

sno-cones and half of a

cotton candy (we'll share)

after a seven story free-fall

or a triple loop-de-loop

need apply. Photo please,

and roller coaster resume.
WOODS. 464-475 little

bunny, partial to hopping
by, seeks little man, partial

to standing guard at open
windows, for

correspondence, and
possible roomate.

NEV. 575-893
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
INMATE jailed unjustly,

seeks fit woman with law

degree, who doesn't like

potatoes.

N.Y. 123-673 white male,

cuddly, likes to giggle, cute

as a button, seeks job as a

fabric softener

spokesperson. Any salary

fine, as long as perks

include Evian on set, a

basket of fluffy towels for

napping in, personal jet,

and a masseur. Oh, and I

also want someone to

snuggle with.

N.M. 363-585 reformed
fortune teller seeks tall

dark stranger in crystal

ball. I am proficient at

palm-reading, and expert

on slurring my speech, so

you must also be secure.

Feeling lucky? Have tarot,

will travel.

TN. 474-582 EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTE INMATE student

at all girl's school, seeks
man of any type. Must not

like plaid, saddle shoes,

math, domestic cars,

Oprah Winfrey, or TAB.
Must like my daddy, gossip,

and silver spoons. Letter or

phone call optional, but

photo a must.

D.C. 474-973 Quiet,

broccoli-hating family man
with presidential qualities

and a penchant for

gesturing, seeks the same.
Must like dogs, be
accustomed to being the

second banana, and have
the ability to spell the

names of common
vegetables. The last is

negotiable. Desires

correspondence, a pal to

throw horseshoes with, and
a possible running mate.
Why not give it a try?

If

MZ. $%*-*!! Hey, are you
fun, young, single, and a

big fan of Don Cornelius?

you want to meet others

like yourself, then hop on
the Soul Train for the

funkiest party in town.

N.Y. 683-743 I feel like

chicken tonight — do you?
TN. SCHOOL PUBLICATION
INMATE seeks teen who
shuns social life. Do you
like being pale and
bloated? This is for you.

You'll spend hours

perfecting that pasty glow,

locked in a cellar in front

of a computer, with

nothing to do but scarf up
anything in sight. Resume
a must, sanity a hindrance.

Earls/Hardin 259



THEGAMESSEES
Fine toys for grown-ups and children!

22 Years Of Nashville's Largest Selection Of Fine Imports

& Educational Toys, Games, Puzzles,

Collector Dolls, Plush and Trains

f Possibly
Nashville's

favorite

Store... -jm

(615)333-1104 • 2104 Cresimoor Road • Nashville, Tn 37215 -Hours: Hon- Sal -9:3Mpra

Jack Bradshaw, Jr.
Pharmaclsl

Rc

Bradshaw Drugs
4041 Hillsboro Rd.

Nashville. TN 37215

Phone (615) 385-2828

clothes that become favorites!

alien alien, usa

MOON
DFJJG
Company

Free Delivery

the mall

at green hills

nashville, tn. 615-298-5509

4309 HARDING ROAD

NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37205-2298 (615) 292-446

1

<Jiu/A/ ^asute/tul JrrUc#t£u<&
%6

FabricHouge

RUTH TANNEHILL

WESTGATE CENTER

6021 Highway 100 • Nashville. TN 37205 • 615-356-1166

Fabrics, Blinds, and

Bedspreads For Your
Home

4047 Hillsboro Rd.

Nashville, TN 37215

298-5441

ii \mJffi_8>*

215 Fifth Ave North

Nashville, TN 37219 -Y-
GOLF SHOP

I'.mLI.k k Place

'S ^ hill- lli-kliti- Koail, '>mi. i id

N.lsllvilll. I( IIIKSHI ."JOT

((tlSl.tS.VI l.MJ

( rain I'arrish, Jr.

260 Advertisements



K ^
RICHTERS

£ £S
Estate Jewelers since 1S93

In 1 iqht we see;

in light we are seen

Atlanta, Maui, Nashville, Palm Beach

Advertisements 261
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IBOTANICA
STEPHEN WELLS
KEN G. LEEDIKER

Botonica, Inc.

4100 Hilliboro Circle, Nashville, Tennessee 37215

615 • 386 • 3839

SHIRLEY SPELL
President

(615) 292-4387
(615) 859-7379

Spell's

DANCEWEAR — ACTIVEWEAR

2210 Crestmoor Road
Nashville, TN 37215

826 Wren Road
Goodlettsville, TN

Walker Lumber and Hardware

527 West Thompson Lane

Nashville, TN 37211

254-3344

P&
JLhillips \^QlUARLES

HOME CENTER, INCORPORATED
HARDWARE • HOUSEWARES • PAINTS • GIFTS

4053 llilliboto Rd. 225 Franklin Rd.

Nashville 37215 Btcncwood )7027

292-0681 337-3670

Rriimej DyBvO
»»

Bring Your Ideas To Us

We Can Help"

2104 Crestmoor Rd.

297-3201

2152 Gallatin Pike N Goodlettsville

859-6878

264 Advertisements



FINE LINENS & DOWN

73 White Bridge Road #104
Nashville, TN 37205

615-352-4041

Advertisements 265



^Euerett Uolzapfel
CLOTHIERS TO CENTLEMEN

BELLE MEADE PLAZA THE MALL AT GREEN HILLS

NASHVILLE

EVA GABOR WIG
(bet you didn't know it)."

Natural-Looking.

Feather-Light.

Ready to Wear.

cations to servj

5208;9harlotteUve?

HONE 383-2741

PHONE 3^2-1122

|
CALL US WHEN YOU NEED HOSPITAL

EQUIPMENT IN YOUR HOME:'

f^HONE ^83-9516

MEDICARE^ MEDICAID ACCEI

Free Prescription Delivery

THANK YOU!!!

Fred Tindell

Derah Myers
Logos II

Scottie Girgus

Katie Pritchett

Molly Cummings
Crissy Wieck
Rachel Salberg

Sally Mabry

Mary Kay Wallace

Tim Jones

Kathy Wieczerza

Kelly Jackson

Sukey Tully

Beverly Statland

Dolly Devgan
Lindy Sayers

everyone who donated photos

266
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